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Of Men and Machines:

The Outlook for Jobs

The OECD economy is in its fourth year of recovery but unemployment in the OECD area as a whole is unlikely
to show much cnange next year from its present high level of 3 1 million. For unemployment to decline to more
acceptable levels it is essential that the recovery should continue. For this to happen, it is vital to avoid any
significant future outbreak of wage inflation, of the sort that has brought every previous post-war recovery to an
end. The dividends from nominal wage moderation could be considerable in terms of continued growth, stronger
investment and employment. It is also an essential precondition for any future easing in the stance of
macro-economic policies to support growth.

Many countries, particularly in Europe, also probably need to see faster take-up of employment in relation to
output growth. For this it is important to lower existing distortions to the costs of labour and capital which
encourage firms to substitute capital for labour. This could involve a re-examination of present taxes on labour
and subsidies to investment. Policies also need to pay particular attention to encouraging entrepreneurship and
the start-up ofnew firms. There is much that can be done by a wide range ofpolicies to improve the environment
and capacity for entrepreneurship. Success on this front would ensure a steady supply of new jobs.

Nevertheless, it is likely that high unemployment, which took a long time to build up, will also take a
significant while to decline. Accordingly, manpower and social policies must help not only to alleviate the most
severe hardship problems, especially among the young unemployed and the long-term unemployed, but also
favour their return to employment or useful activity. Achieving this may in many countries require the
rationalization of a complicated range of labour market, education and training and social policies. 1

The Labour Market Outlook

Although the grounds for near-term

OECD growth have improved, mainly as a

result of the sharp fall in the price of
internationally-traded oil, there is little

optimism that this will be translated quickly

into falling unemployment. OECD employ¬
ment, which has been growing at about

1 per cent since the first half of last year,

may be picking up slightly this year. The

tendency for employment growth in this

recovery to be much stronger in North

America than elsewhere seems likely to
continue. Nevertheless, employment may
grow in almost all the OECD countries to

the end of 1987 (see chart).

Unemployment area-wide may stabilize

at 3 1 millions in the second half of this year
an OECD unemployment rate of 81/4 per

cent and show no significant change next

year. It may remain stable, or decline

slightly, in North America and Australia,

while it may increase a little in Japan.

Prospects for Europe are more diverse;

unemployment seems set to decline in

some countries, while in others it may

continue to increase. The net outcome may

be a broadly stable European unemploy

ment rate of 1 1 per cent (19 million per¬
sons) this year and next2.

Thus, more than four years into the

present recovery, OECD unemployment
may still be three times as large as it was in

1973, and over 1 2 million higher than it
was in 1979. Two important elements in
this overall situation are the concentration

of unemployment on the young and on

adults who have been out of work for a long
time. Youth unemployment remains espe¬

cially high, although it has fallen slightly
over the past two years, and this slow

improvement may continue next year. Nev¬
ertheless, the projected youth unemploy¬
ment rate for next year of 1 6 per cent in the
twelve OECD countries for which reason¬

ably comparable data are available would

still be almost 5 percentage points higher
than its 1979 level. Furthermore, many
people are unemployed for long periods.

Last year more than 45 per cent of the
unemployed in Europe had been out of

work for over a year.

The Problem

of Unemployment
In addition to the wasteful loss of

output, the harmful impact of long spells of

unemployment on the hope, work motiva¬

tion and skills of the individuals concerned,

together with the corrosive impact on their

families and communities, are widely
recognized. Furthermore, the problem

cannot be dismissed by the argument that

unemployment benefits are generous by
the standards of earlier generations, and

that anyway many of them are engaged in
concealed employment. In fact, income

replacement ratios - the proportion of pre¬
vious income replaced when the individual

becomes unemployed are often low,

particularly for the long-term unemployed.
And while the numbers of people who have
been employed at one time or another in

concealed employment may be quite large,
the evidence is that most of them come

from the ranks of the employed rather than

the unemployed (see page 12).

Making a durable reduction in unemploy¬
ment will require success on a number of

fronts. First, it is essential that the present
recovery should continue; it is probably

1 . See OECD's annual Employment Outlook
OECD, 1986.

2. See Highlights from the Economic Outlook
OECD Observer No. 141, duly 1986.
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impossible to bring down unemployment

significantly except in an environment of

economic growth.

Second, even if continued or even more

buoyant economic growth is achieved, the

significant reduction of unemployment is

likely also to require, in many countries in

Europe at least, a faster take-up of employ¬
ment in relation to output growth than has
been the case over the last decade or more.

A continuation of the growth of GDP and

labour productivity at the trend rates of this

post-1982 recovery would continue to

yield, over the medium term, employment

growth at only about the same rate as that

of the labour force; if labour force partici¬

pation rates were to continue to rise in the

way they have in some countries recently,

unemployment rates could even rise.

Demographic developments may ease the

situation somewhat in some countries, but

probably less so in Europe than they

already have in the United States and
Canada.

Thus significant reduction of unemploy¬
ment in many countries will almost cer¬

tainly require either faster economic

growth, or more take-up of labour in

relation to economic growth, or some
combination of the two. If success can be

achieved on these two broad fronts, there

is probably much that other policies too,

notably (but not exclusively) manpower

policies, can usefully contribute. Such pol¬

icies by themselves cannot do a great deal

to reduce unemployment; but they can do

much to help if the basic economic environ¬

ment is right. Furthermore, they can help in

spreading more evenly across the work¬

force the burdens of high unemployment.

Thus the overall role that policy should play

in reducing unemployment has many
dimensions. These are considered in more

detail in the following sections.

Supporting Stronger Growth
Performance over

the Medium Term

Strengthening the growth performance

over the medium term will require success

both with a range of demand and supply-

side conditions, and with a complex mix of

macro-economic and structural policies

involving not only governments but also

employers and trade unions.

One area where success will be essential

is inflation control. Each post-war OECD

recovery came to an end with, or was

brought to an end by, the outbreak of
accelerating inflation. While the onset of

recession generally prevented inflation

from accelerating further, and often even

caused it to fall somewhat, nevertheless

average inflation over each cycle was

systematically higher than in its predeces¬

sor. Viewed from this historical standpoint,

the present recovery looks satisfactory in

respect of the immediate prospects for its

sustainability. While the recovery is now in

its fourth year, the average inflation rate

over the cycle so far is well below that of its

predecessor.

It might seem therefore that it is unne¬

cessary to be concerned now about policies
to prevent a future outbreak of OECD

inflation. However this is not so. To begin
with, the fall of OECD inflation from the

rate of 4.5 per cent or so at which last year
it had appeared stuck has been due almost

wholly to the collapse in the oil price and

the further weakness in the prices of

competing fuels and most other primary
commodities. But the prices of oil and other

primary commodities cannot keep falling at
the rate at which they have fallen so far this
year, and it could be that in due course

these prices will not only level off but will

rise again. Were this to happen, the OECD

price level would almost certainly rise; and
were this to feed into nominal wage settle¬
ments, the stage would be set for the sort

of inflation pickup which has traditionally
ended OECD recoveries.

Continuation of this recovery will require

that nominal wage growth remains mod¬

erate even when oil and other primary

commodity prices level off or start to pick

up. And the reason to be concerned now is

that by the time the data show that

inflation is accelerating, it will be too late;

the remaining days of recovery will then be

numbered, with inevitable consequences

for jobs and incomes.

Moderation of nominal wage growth
does not mean, however, that policy
should seek generally to hold down real

wages. In a few countries, real wages may
at present be above warranted levels; in

these some further real wage moderation
may be necessary. But what is being looked
for in most countries now, and in all

countries over the medium term, is steady
and moderate growth of nominal wages,
with real wages growing as rapidly as trend
productivity and the international terms of

trade warrant. When primary commodity
prices weaken, warranting in most OECD
countries an increase in real incomes, this

should be realized not by increases in

nominal wages, but rather by ensuring that
weaker import prices feed through into
slower growth of the general price level.

By the same token, future increases in

primary commodity prices would lead to

the overall price level in OECD countries

growing somewhat faster than previously
in relation to nominal wages. The real value
of OECD income is inevitably and unavoid¬
ably reduced when this happens: terms-



of-trade income losses cannot be avoided.

A key question, therefore, is how in each

country to ensure, when import prices

reverse themselves, as sooner or later they

almost certainly will, that this does not

feed in turn into an acceleration of money

wage growth and thereby a general accel¬

eration of inflation, leading to a tightening

of macro-economic policy, lower output

and loss of jobs.

In the context of the nominal wage

moderation achieved so far in the present

recovery, there has been some restoration
of factor shares and an increase in rates of

return, with at the same time some growth

of real wage incomes. Investment mean¬

while has been reasonably buoyant in most

countries. However, the significantly

stronger investment which is needed as the

spur to higher growth implies that profits

and profitability be maintained, as well as

an outlook which is favourable for a brisk

growth of demand.

Achieving continued nominal wage mod¬

eration. Neither nominal nor real wages are

directly under the control of the authorities,

but nevertheless there is much that can be

done in many countries to influence the

outcome, and the payoff could be consid¬

erable. Policies might include public educa¬

tion and exhortation, modifications to

indexation arrangements, the building or

consolidation of social consensus, and a

strengthening of incomes policies where

these have been found to work success¬

fully. In some countries with a strong

tradition of centralized wage bargaining, a

binding agreement between government,

employees and employers can yield signif¬
icant results.

More generally, and particularly in coun¬

tries with a tradition of decentralised wage

bargaining, it may be that continued nom¬

inal wage moderation, and an appropriate

growth of real wages, could be assisted by

processes which link wage settlements to

firms' ability to pay, for example as indi¬

cated by profitability. Clearly, these can

apply only to the private sector. Among
such schemes, which also include em¬

ployee share ownership and workers' co¬

operatives, profit-sharing has recently
attracted much attention3.

Proponents of profit-sharing argue that it

has two main advantages over a fixed-

wage system. First, by making part of a

worker's income directly dependent on the

performance of the firm, it should improve

employee motivation and hence productiv¬

ity. Second, it would make nominal wages

more responsive to underlying business

conditions. Profit-sharing is not merely an

abstract notion. Many firms operate such

3. See Weitzman, M.L. "The Simple Macro¬
economics of Profit Sharing", American
Economic Review, December, 1985, and

his 1 984 book The Share Economy, Har¬
vard University Press, Cambridge Mass.

schemes, and it is the norm among the

self-employed, who account for about

10 per cent of total non-agricultural

employment in OECD countries. The Japa¬

nese bonus system is often cited as a major

factor behind both the high degree of

flexibility of nominal wages in that country,

and its enviably low unemployment rate. In

1 984, nearly a quarter of the cash earnings

of the typical Japanese worker were paid in

the form of a (twice-yearly) bonus.

Profit-sharing schemes do, however,

have certain disadvantages. First, the

fixed-wage system is more attractive to

many workers who may be less willing and
able to bear income risks than are firms and

their shareholders. Second, establishing a

direct link between wages and profits

might, to the extent that it led to a dilution

of the profit share, discourage investment

and hence in the longer-run be detrimental

to growth and employment. Further, so-

called "core" workers, who are often uni¬

onised and enjoy long job tenures, might

attempt to avoid an implied fall in their real

wages by resisting the increased hiring of

newcomers.

While profit-sharing cannot be expected

to be a panacea for lowering unemploy¬

ment, positive steps to encourage it may

nevertheless be worth taking. Furthermore,

profit-sharing or similar schemes, in addi¬

tion to increasing the responsiveness of

nominal wages to unemployment, may be

worth encouraging as a potentially pow¬

erful vehicle for improving productivity, by

giving workers a greater sense of personal
commitment to their firms.

Competition policy. Achieving con¬

tinued moderation of the growth of nominal

incomes can also be helped by policies

other than purely labour market policies. In

the present circumstances, where some

increase in the growth of real wages is

warranted in many countries by improve¬

ments in their international terms of trade,

this is best achieved not by faster nominal

wage growth, but by ensuring that prices

rise more slowly. Competition policy can be

important here. In the United States,

Japan, Germany and a number of other

countries, for example, a major concern at

present is to make certain that the lower

world price for internationally traded oil

passes immediately and fully into lower

prices to industry and consumers. But

effective competition policy does not stop

at national borders; a key element is

maintaining and reinforcing the price disci¬

pline imposed by the open international

trading system.

Increasing the Employment
Content of Growth

In addition to achieving a continuation,

and if possible an acceleration, of growth

without an increase in the rate of inflation,

it would also seem appropriate for a

number of countries to see a faster take-up

of employment in relation to their output

growth. A key feature of growth since the

early 1970s has been the difference

between the employment performance of

the United States economy and that of

many of the others, particularly in Europe.

Over the decade from 1 973, GNP in Europe

grew by almost as much as in the United

States 1 8 per cent compared with

22 per cent. Yet in the process the United

States economy created nearly 1 6 million

net new jobs, while employment in Europe

at the start of the present recovery in 1 983

was no higher than it had been ten years

earlier. What at the start of the period was

being dubbed as a poor labour productivity

1. NON-WAGE LABOUR COSTS1 (%)

Annual rate

7 970 7 975 1980 1983 of growth
1965-83

Austria 42.9 45.1 46.7 47.7 0.84

Belgium 37.2 41.7 44.7 44.9 1.82

Canada 16.6 19.0 20.1 21.7 2.20

Denmark 14.0 17.0 20.1 22.0 2.53

Finland 23.0 32.7 37.4 36.7 2.98

France 39.5 43.8 44.5 44. 42 0.56

Germany 32.3 39.2 43.1 44.4 2.25

Italy 47.4 51.4 47.1 46.3 0.17

Japan 13.3 13.9 15.0 15.5 0.44

Netherlands 38.7 42.9 44.1 44.0 1.85

Norway 25.3 29.9 32.4 33.0 2.22

Sweden 22.0 32.2 39.8 40.6 4.32

United Kingdom 17.0 19.6 26.1 26.5 3.74

United States 20.0 24.0 25.9 26.7 2.51

1 . Wage earners in the manufacturing sector.
2. Data do not include extra week of vacation.

Source: Swedish Employers' Confederation, Wages and Total Labour Costs for Workers. International

Survey.



Growth in the United States has

created more jobs than in Europe
over the last decade. What was

being dubbed as poor labour

productivity in the United States

in the 1970s is being hailed in
the 7 980s as an impressive job-

creating performance. Above: the

highly automated production line
at Citroën in France.

performance in the United States was

being hailed at the end as an impressive

job-creating performance.

There is suggestive evidence that one

important factor accounting for this differ¬

ence in employment performance has been

that, at the aggregate level, the cost of

labour relative to capital rose more over

that decade in a number of European

countries than it did in the United States.

The United States and Europe devoted

similar shares about 20 per cent of

their GDP to capital formation. What would

appear to have happened is that in Europe

this was used to increase the capital

intensity of production, thereby raising the

productivity of those in employment, war

ranting steady growth of their real wages,

but doing little for the unemployed. In the

United States, by contrast, the capital

resources would appear to have been

spread more widely, over both the

employed and those who otherwise would

have been unemployed. As a result, the

capital intensity of U.S. production grew
less fast than in Europe, with the result that

productivity and real wages scarcely grew

for a decade. But employment did.

Achieving an appropriate growth of

labour costs relative to the cost of capi¬

tal. One area which may offer scope for

policy in some European countries to

redress a tendency towards inappro¬

priately capital-intensive modes of produc¬

tion concerns the non-wage element of
total labour costs, which includes em¬

ployers' contributions to social security and
private insurance schemes as well as a

range of other labour costs. These costs

vary in significance across countries. How¬

ever, the proportion of non-wage labour

costs in total labour costs is higher in most

European countries than it is in Japan or in

North America (Table 1). Further, this pro¬

portion has risen in all countries over the

past two decades, though perhaps levelling

off in recent years. Employers' contribu

tions to statutory social security schemes

are a major component of non-wage labour

costs; indeed they are the largest single

item in most European countries.

There may be a potentially important

role for policy in influencing the growth of
payroll taxes. Many proposals have been

made for cutting such taxes in order to

stimulate employment growth. Under one

set, employer payroll taxes are cut but

other taxes (value-added taxes, income

taxes) are raised or public expenditure is

reduced to offset the loss in government
revenue resulting from the payroll tax cut.
This is the so-called "revenue-neutral"

case, which has had some realism in the

present recovery, with many governments

seeking to rein in public sector deficits. An

alternative proposal starts from some

easing in the stance of fiscal policy, and
considers whether it would be more desir¬

able, on output and employment grounds,
to do this by cutting payroll taxes rather

than other taxes, or by raising public
expenditure.

OECD has recently considered the

effects of cutting employer payroll taxes,
under the assumption of revenue neutral¬

ity; value-added taxes and personal income
taxes were in turn considered as a revenue



2. WINNERS AND LOSERS IN EMPLOYMENT

Thousands

Canada

1973-1983

Denmark

1967-1983

Finland

1960-1983

France

1955-1984

Germany

1974-1984

Winners:

Gross employment gains

mm

+2 092

Retail trade

Health /welfare

Hotels/Restaurants
Business services

+ 586

Government

Business services

Finance institutions

+ 701

Government

Fabricated metal

Wholesale/retail trade
Finance institutions

+ 5 453

Personal services

Nonmarket services

Wholesale /retail trade
Business services

+ 1 185

Health services

Misc. services

Editing/publishing

'ercent of gross gains 71.8 94.2 72.0 66.4 57.0

nitial employment share3 30.7 75.4 55.4 58.0 32.4

Losers:

Gross employment losses -131

Construction

Metal fabricating

Transport equipment
Textiles

-259

Agriculture

Other producers
Construction

Textiles

-166

Agriculture

Other producers
Textiles

-1 435

Agriculture
Textiles

Coal

-1945

Construction

Electronic equipment

Machinery
Textiles

Percent of gross losses 55.4 69.1 81.6 84.2 43.6

Initial employment shares3 55.6 32.2 59.1 40.7 28.3

Italy dapan Norway Sweden Great Britain United States

1960-1983 1973-1984 1962-1983 1970-1983 1971-1985 1960-1984

Winners:

Gross employment gains + 3 852 +694 +445 + 717 +2 505 + 38 909

Public Professional Government Government Banking/Finance/ Health services

Administration services Business services Business services Insurance Local government
Commerce Misc. services Fabricated metal Transport /storage Misc. services Eating /drinking
Misc. services Retail trade Wholesale/retail Communication Health services establishments

Banking/Finance/ trade Business services

Insurance

Percent of gross gains 66.4 59.1 78.4 89.3 55.2 42.5

Initial employment share3 49.3 32.1 51.6 61.3 32.9 23.1

Losers:

Gross employment losses -988 -47 -81 -354 -3 325 -1 158

Agriculture Textiles Textiles Construction Textiles Primary metals
Construction Forestry/hunting Agriculture Textiles Metal mfg. Textiles

Textiles Transport/storage Agriculture
Personal services

Mechanical eng. Food products

Percent of gross losses 93.9 74.5 66.7 52.8 44.5 58.3

Initial employment shares3 61.4 25.0 35.8 39.6 25.1 45.6

a) Initial employment share refers to the employment in the industries listed as a proportion of employment among all industries with gains or with losses.

offset. The results suggest that employ¬
ment could be increased over the short to

medium term, but that the positive effect

might only be temporary at best. Positive

effects would seem most likely if income
tax were used as an offset; the value-added

tax option would appear less suitable as an
offset because of its direct and adverse

effect on the general price level. A revenue-
neutral tax shift would favour labour-

intensive sectors and products at the

expense of capital-intensive ones; this in

turn could have positive effects on employ¬
ment.

The alternative proposal compares the

respective merits of cutting various forms

of taxation, including employer payroll

taxes, as against expanding public expen

diture in terms of the impact on real output

and employment. This is a difficult ques¬

tion; the answers not only differ from

country to country and vary over time, but

may also depend importantly on the
macro-economic model used to make the

calculations.

There may be little difference in terms of

the short-run employment effects between

cutting employer payroll taxes and other

tax cuts. Both would seem to be signifi¬

cantly less powerful in the short run than

increases in public expenditure in gener¬

ating an increase in employment. However,

in a medium-term perspective, tax cuts

might well have more to recommend them¬

selves in terms of favourable supply-side

responses.

Among the winners: left to

right, health services,

government, professional

services and fast food. Among

the losers: construction,

farming and textiles.





Encouraging Entrepreneurship

and Enterprise Creation

In addition to removing impediments to

job creation, there may also be scope for

policies to assist employment growth
through making it easier for entrepreneurs

to start up new enterprises, an important

mechanism whereby an economy adapts to

changing circumstances and new opportu¬

nities, and creates new jobs. Analysis of
the new sources of job growth has focused

on the shift towards services (Table 2), the

rise of part-time employment and the role

of small firms in employment creation.

Self-employment. This has become a

focus of policy interest, both because it

appears to be on the increase in some

countries and because it is widely believed

to be linked to entrepreneurship. The self-

employed are a highly heterogeneous

group in all countries, ranging from some of

the most highly paid in the professions to

people who work only a few hours per

week for very low incomes. They create

additional jobs: on average they employ
two to three other people. However, there
is no common trend across OECD countries

of a rising share of self-employment; over

the last fifteen years, the proportion of

self-employment in total civilian employ¬
ment has risen in only one third of the
countries, and it has declined in another

third.

A number of OECD countries have

recently introduced schemes which allow

unemployed people to use their unemploy¬
ment benefits to start up a new, small

business. Preliminary evaluations of such

schemes in France and the United Kingdom
suggest that they have been successful in

creating some additional employment.
Continued efforts in this direction could be

helpful.

However, such schemes could presum¬

ably assist only a fraction of the 31 million

unemployed in the OECD area. Most of the

self-employed come from the ranks of

wage earners and salaried employees,

rather than from among the unemployed.
Hence, while steps can usefully be taken to

encourage those unemployed who have

entrepreneurial ideas to put them into

practice, the greatest returns would seem

likely to come from encouraging the
employed to start up new businesses.

Indeed, a high rate of new firm formation is

one important element in accounting for
the successful job-creation record of the

U.S. economy over the past two decades

as compared with the larger European
countries. About 1 .4 million new enter¬

prises are set up every year in the United

States. Some of these very quickly cease
trading, but others prosper and grow,

creating many new jobs.

There are several important implications

for policy. First, it would appear important

to encourage an environment which per¬

mits a more rapid rate of new firm forma¬

tion and self-employment. This may well

be more effective than devoting scarce
public resources to supporting small firms

and subsidising declining sectors. It could

involve a reassessment and simplification

of corporate tax systems, and a critical
examination of the various barriers to the

creation and liquidation of firms. The U.S.

example suggests also that capital markets

have a key role to play in new firm

start-ups. This suggests a possible need for

other OECD countries to encourage the

development and spread of well-func¬

tioning markets for risk and venture capi¬
tal.

Entrepreneurship. Beyond this, there

may be a role for more general policies and

programmes which spread the capacity for

entrepreneurship. But entrepreneurial ac¬

tivity is complex and risky, and the period

required for a successful launch may be

quite long. In addition to appropriate

access to capital markets, new entrepren¬
eurs also need access to information about

opportunities, training, and advisory ser¬

vices. The provision of such support and

training services, through co-operation

between public authorities, entrepreneurs

and local communities may be more impor¬

tant, and more politically and socially
desirable, than subsidising enterprises

once they are successfully launched. Large
business organisations, with their reserves

of capital, markets, technology and man¬

agerial know-how, can play an important

role in supporting such initiatives.

The Growing Importance

of Qualitative Changes
in the Labour Market

If policy can be successful, in the manner

outlined above, in ensuring that the OECD

recovery continues, that in many European
countries at least there is a somewhat

faster take-up of employment in relation to

output growth, and that new enterprises,

self-employment and entrepreneurship are

vigorously developed, employment perfor¬

mance could be significantly better over the

coming years than it has been over the last

decade or more. An appropriate degree of
flexibility in the economy, while neither a

goal in itself nor a panacea, is likely to be

one of the important elements in achieving
these goals4.

There is some evidence that the coun¬

tries which have had more wage flexibility
have also tended to be those which, over

the last decade, have had better employ¬
ment performance. There is also some

evidence that employment growth tends to

be stronger in countries which have either a

stronger degree of labour mobility between

enterprises, sectors and regions (external

mobility) or within enterprises (internal

mobility). Internal mobility has gained par

ticular importance in this context, for it has

the potential to respond not only to struc¬

tural change but also to new aspirations of

workers in terms of job security, career

development and improved working condi¬
tions.

Adjusting to new forms of employ¬
ment. More generally, the progressive

take-up of employment in the future will

depend on adaptation to qualitative

changes in work arrangements. One impor¬

tant such case is the widespread increase in

part-time employment. Many part-timers,

most of whom are women, are content or

actively prefer to work part-time, and have

a relatively high degree of job security. But

the growth of part-time employment may
be associated with somewhat more

employment instability in some countries.
There has also been some increase in

temporary working and employment under
fixed-term contracts.

To the extent that such new forms of

employment contracts facilitate a better

match between the needs of enterprises for

greater work force flexibility and the

choices of individuals for work as against

leisure, this is a desirable development. It

is, however, difficult to judge when the thin
line has been crossed between what the

recent OECD Dahrendorf report regarded
as desirable changes in employment condi¬

tions and "the growth of the unprotected
sector". Labour market authorities have a

role to play in ensuring that an appropriate
balance is struck between desirable

degrees of job security and flexibility. There

is a need to be vigilant in ensuring that

workers with these new forms of employ¬

ment contracts are not exploited, and

denied a suitable measure of social protec¬

tion; the adaptation of social security to
these new forms of employment contract

may now be a major policy requirement.

Flexibility of working time. Patterns of

working time are also changing because of
changes in the pattern of production.

Industrial production has typically been
accompanied by standardized production

methods, repetitive tasks and highly struc¬

tured man-machine relationships. The con¬

tinued shift to services has already altered

the work environment. And the growing
importance of small-batch production in

manufacturing, together with changes in

work organisation required for the effective

application of new technologies, are rein¬

forcing this tendency. Flexibility of work¬

ing-time arrangements is needed to sup¬
port this development. There is a case for

public policy and collective bargaining prac¬

tices to remove barriers which prevent
enterprises and individuals from opting for
flexible working-time schedules.

Training for new skills. New require¬

ments for education and training policies

4. See OECD Observer No. 141,"
July 1986.
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are posed by these emerging changes in

labour markets. To assist the flexibility of

enterprises, workers need to increase their

capacity to adjust to rapidly changing work

systems; this places new emphasis on a

proper combination of broad-based general

education on the one hand, and training in

specific skills on the other. The expected
benefits from investment in new techno¬

logies are unlikely to be achieved without
concomitant investment in education and

training of the workforce. This is necessary

both to raise the general level of technical

competence, and to prevent the polarisa¬

tion of the working population, particularly
adults, into those who are able to function

in the new techno-economic environment

and those who, because of a lack of an

appropriate general education and specific
skills, tend to be left outside.

The achievement of these new needs

calls for closer co-ordination of effort and

programmes by the public authorities and

enterprises, including a clearer definition of

their respective roles and responsibilities,
in which negotiation between the social

partners should play a key role. By and
large, the most appropriate division of

responsibilities could be to confine basic

education of a general kind to the school,

and specific skill training to the firm, this

distribution being undertaken in a co¬

ordinated, sequential or parallel manner.

School programmes, and teachers in parti¬
cular, need to become more open to their

economic and technical environment, so

that work experience can be more inte¬

grated into normal learning. Within enter¬

prises, collective bargaining cannot resolve

all the problems, and may in fact aggravate

the differences in training benefits as

between those employed and the unem¬

ployed. This is why, in many cases, nego¬
tiations should be tripartite. Governments

cannot limit their role to a mere financing

one; they may well need to be more active

in providing advice and incentives for action

by the other partners.

A More Positive Approach

to the Unemployed

Action on all the areas outlined above,

necessary as it is, is unlikely to bring about

sharp falls in OECD unemployment in the

near term. The present unemployment

problem has grown up over more than a

decade, and it will almost certainly take

time to produce significant improvement,

even with all possible policies working in

the right direction.

An important task for manpower and

social policies will continue for some time

to be helping unemployed job-seekers to

equip themselves successfully for new

jobs, while alleviating the hardship which

often accompanies unemployment. Be¬
cause resources are scarce, most OECD

countries have concentrated recent efforts

on helping the young unemployed and

adults who are locked into long-term

unemployment.

The youth unemployment prob¬

lem. Young people have always had sig¬

nificantly higher unemployment rates than

adults, but the gap has widened in some

countries in recent years, leading to policy

emphasis on the young unemployed, espe¬

cially unemployed teenagers. Their prob¬

lems are in some cases being compounded

by "generational crowding", the tendency

for the average economic position of people

in large cohorts to be less favourable than

in smaller ones. Generational crowding

apparently worsened the economic oppor¬

tunities of young cohorts born in those

countries which experienced "baby booms"

during the 1950s and 1960s. Moreover,

the disadvantages in terms of higher

unemployment rates and lower earnings
would seem to last for a number of

years.

Policy action needs to take account of

the considerable diversity in experience

within the youth labour force. Some youths

are much more at risk, while others, more

fortunate, may not face a greater risk of

unemployment than do some prime-age

workers. Factors that increase the degree

of risk of unemployment, and the size of the

at-risk group, are therefore important con¬

siderations in policy development. Some of
the characteristics which are associated

with greater risk of unemployment include

lack of education or skills, minority affilia¬

tion, teenage pregnancy and residence in

economically-depressed regions.

Because of their short or interrupted

employment history, most young people

are ineligible for unemployment insurance

benefits, and must rely on support either

from parents or from social assistance

programmes which in some countries are

not well targeted to this age group. Diffi¬
culties of social transition to full adulthood

may compound those of exclusion from

employment. In these circumstances,

active manpower policies which at the

same time provide some means of support

for this age group will in the long run prove
more cost-effective in both social and

economic terms than approaches which

provide only a basic measure of income

support.

Helping the long-term unem¬

ployed. The other major group of concern

is the long-term unemployed, whose num¬

bers have swollen rapidly in recent years,

especially in Europe. Particularly dis¬

quieting is the fact that prime-age adults

have accounted for a growing proportion of

the long-term unemployed in most coun¬

tries since 1979, although this reflects

partly the fact that prime-age workers tend

not to become discouraged as easily as do

older workers or young workers. More

fundamentally, an important cause was the

severity of the 1981-82 recession, which

hit the industrial sector hardest, and which

resulted in large-scale lay-offs and redun¬

dancies of experienced workers.

While some such displaced workers are

beginning to find new jobs in the recovery,

many are still suffering long spells of

joblessness. Policies in many countries are

not well geared to their needs. Pro¬

grammes of worker-adjustment assis¬

tance, which attempt to reintegrate the

long-term unemployed into employment,

have not in the past been very successful.

Meanwhile, entitlement to earnings-related

unemployment insurance benefits is often
exhausted after the first twelve months or

so of unemployment, leaving the worker

reliant on a lower level of general social

welfare benefits. For workers nearing
retirement, a number of countries have

introduced schemes which provide early

access to a retirement pension. And in

some countries other social programmes,

such as invalidity benefits, have been used

in support of what is essentially unemploy¬

ment compensation. But for those long-

term unemployed in the prime-age range

who are actively seeking a job, both expec¬

tations of finding one and levels of income

support are low.

In countries where long-term unemploy¬

ment is a serious problem, priority may

need to be given to designing and imple¬

menting a co-ordinated package of adjust¬
ment and assistance measures. This could

include enhanced placement services,

counselling, training and mobility aids,

subsidies to encourage employers to hire

and retrain such workers, and a closer

co-ordination between active labour

market measures and the various pro¬

grammes of income support. Given the

regional concentration of the problem, it

may be desirable to introduce an element of

geographic targeting into such measures.
This in turn would have the additional

advantage of harnessing local initiative and

resources, sometimes in the form of local

employment initiatives which seem to be

spreading in OECD countries.

* » *

There are no magic remedies for low¬

ering unemployment. Achieving lower

unemployment requires faster employment

growth than the OECD economy is

achieving at present. Some of the ways in

which policy can assist this process have
been discussed above. But there is more to

achieving this objective than just seeking to

implement such policies. Major changes in

institutions may be required, together with

a willingness to re-think traditional atti¬

tudes towards work, leisure, pay and

working conditions. Meeting this challenge

will require the political will to take it up and

a determined commitment on the part of all

social groups to the goal of reducing

unemployment.
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oncealed Employment: A F
Much has been heard about the "under¬

ground economy" over the last few years.

A recent OECD Secretariat report looks at

part of the subject, which it terms "con¬

cealed employment", from a new point of
view.1

In substance, OECD defines "concealed

employment" as paid work that is not

declared to the administrative authorities,

thus avoiding legal regulations, taxation

and social security payments. The defini¬

tion itself gives an idea of how difficult it is

to measure the extent of the problem. It

also indicates how relevant the subject is at
the present time when, after a decade of

economic crisis, the Western countries are

faced with high unemployment and a need

for structural reforms that imply a re¬
appraisal of the welfare state.

Concealed employment raises several

questions which OECD's report tries to

answer. How large is it? Has it expanded in

recent years? Does it invalidate official

statistics? Is there a link between con¬

cealed employment and unemployment?
Who are the undeclared workers and what

motivates them? What can be done to put

a stop to concealed employment - if indeed
it should be eliminated?

How Many?
Everyday observation suggests that

quite a high proportion of the population

takes part in concealed employment, at
least to some extent, and this is confirmed

by research on surveys that have been

carried out. About 20 per cent of the

population in one country owned up to

concealed employment in reply to a survey.
This is probably an underestimate. In an

urban area of another country, the figure

was 47 per cent. However, OECD's report
considers hours worked a better measure

of concealed employment than its fre¬

quency. But how can these hours be

measured? Local surveys cannot be used

for purposes of generalization, yet national

surveys are rarely accurate. Careful studies

of trends in official employment statistics
and recorded numbers of hours worked

yield dubious results at best, as do ana¬

lyses of monetary variables on the (un¬

tested) assumption that a sharp rise in

money in circulation indicates growth in the

hidden economy. Finally, while the double-

entry bookeeping system used in national

accounts probably is the best way of
estimating the overall size of concealed

production2, it does not look at the problem
from the point of view of employment - or

unemployment.

Combining these methods leads to the

conclusion that concealed output accounts

for only a small fraction of GDP (from 2 to

À
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4 per cent at most)3. As it seems reason¬

able to believe that the level of productivity
of concealed employment is lower than

that of declared employment, the OECD

report suggests that concealed employ¬

ment in terms of work-hours might add up

to between 2 and 8 per cent of all hours

worked in the more industrialized OECD

countries. It is, of course, impossible to

estimate how many people are involved, as

no one knows the average number of hours

people work in hidden employment.

Does this mean that concealed employ¬

ment - who does it and in what types of

jobs - must remain an unknown quantity?
Not necessarily, OECD's report concludes.

For one thing, it depends on a country's
economic structure. One study, in Great
Britain, concluded that those activities that

provide' a "relatively high" number of

opportunities for hidden employment (con¬

struction and public works, traditional

labour-intensive industries, farming and

fisheries) account for only 1 1 per cent of
total employment. These "vulnerable" sec¬

tors are obviously much more numerous in

Southern European countries where decen¬

tralized, small-scale manufacturing is also
more common.

Another broad conclusion is that, at

least in the majority of countries, concealed

employment does not greatly distort offi¬

cial employment figures. For one thing,

some undeclared activity finds its way into

the official statistics (counted, for example,
by means of confidential labour-force sur¬

veys) and, for another, a number of studies

show that many of the people working
"underground" do so for only a few hours a

Concealed employment paid
work not declared to the

authorities may account for

week and are already counted in the

statistics because of their main, declared

job.

Why?
Why do people work at these jobs?

Obviously, from a tax point of view, con¬

cealed employment suits both the em¬

ployer, who has lower labour costs, and the

worker, who has higher take-home pay,
not to mention the consumer who may pay

less for the goods and services he buys.

Another factor is flexibility in working

relationships: the worker has a feeling of
greater independence, the employer a freer

hand in hiring and firing, setting wages and

fixing working hours and conditions.

OECD's report proposes a classification

of the types of worker likely to engage in

concealed employment. It reveals a variety
of motivating factors: the opportunity to

earn extra income, the need to adapt to
labour-market conditions, a concern to

retain a pension or unemployment benefits,

the absence of any other option.

Who?

The first category in the OECD classifi¬

cation comprises workers with readily mar¬
ketable primary skills, such as self-

employed professionals or artisans, whose

main job can quite easily be sold "under the

counter", or who can simply underdeclare

the number of hours they work. Civil
servants can also apply their primary skills

12



brm of Perverse Flexibility?

2-8 per cent of all hours
worked in the industrialized

OECD countries.

to fields outside their official duties, espe¬

cially if these duties take up only part of

their day. While these two kinds of con¬

cealed employment may be widespread,

they do not affect employment statistics.

"Ghosts", a term used by OECD to

indicate people who feel precluded from

declaring their employment, are a very

different sort of person. The group includes

illegal immigrants, retired or disabled per¬

sons who would lose their pensions if they

declared their employment, and people like

students and spouses who receive pay¬
ments because of their status. For the most

part, work done by "ghosts" is casual and

low-skilled. Indeed this group overlaps

with a further group called "low-skills",

who are unable, because of their low skill

levels, to find work in the ordinary labour
market.

What OECD calls "entrepreneurs",

people running small businesses not

declared to the authorities, comprise the

final category. This group is of special

interest as its growth may have been

provoked to some extent by recent

changes in industrial structure. New tech¬

nologies like microelectronics lend them¬

selves to small-scale, decentralized pro¬

duction. This makes it tempting to set up a
new business in the concealed sector.

Another structural change which favours

the increase of "entrepreneurs" is the

growth of subcontracting, which often

leads to fewer labour constraints, lower

costs and greater flexibility. Not only is it

easy to conceal subcontracting work, but

doing so magnifies the advantages atta¬

ched to decentralization. Lastly, some tra¬
ditional industries have been able to com¬

pensate for low productivity levels by

crossing over into the concealed sector, as

Italian and Spanish experience shows.

OECD's report remarks, however, that this

merely puts off the need for technological

innovation rather than averting it.

What about

the Economy?
Do today's economic conditions favour

black-market labour? In one survey, 38 per

cent of "unemployed" young people in the

United Kingdom admitted to having

worked from time to time. This example

- not to mention common sense - would

suggest that a connection exists between

unemployment and concealed employ¬

ment. According to the OECD report, how¬

ever, any correlation is weak because,
when there is a recession, the fall in

demand for labour affects the underground

economy as well as declared employment

perhaps even more, since in a recession

concealed activities are likely to be particu¬

larly vulnerable to a declining demand for

private services. Moreover, high unemploy¬

ment reduces the bargaining power of

labour, giving employers greater flexibility

in the formal labour market and so reducing

the attractiveness of concealed employ¬

ment. Most importantly, unemployed

people lack the tools, contacts, etc, neces¬

sary to start up in concealed employment.

People already in employment are much

better placed.

The evidence therefore seems to show

that, on the whole, concealed work does

not constitute a significant source of

income for the unemployed. A Uni¬

ted States study indicates that such

employment generally supplements the

income of those who hold declared jobs
rather than making up for the shortage of

proper jobs.

"The true state of concealed employ¬
ment," concludes the OECD report, "is

rather different from many common per¬
ceptions". "In most countries it does not

appear to be particularly large in relation to

the total labour input into the economy."

But, the report goes on, there is a risk of its

growing. If high unemployment persists

alongside growing affluence among the
employed and the labour market becomes

even more segmented, demand may

increase for just the type of low-cost

personal services in which concealed

employment is typically most prevalent.

What to Do?

While recognizing that it would be

impossible and possibly undesirable to

try to eliminate all concealed employment,

the report notes several courses of action

that governments might usefully adopt to

reduce it: providing a more supportive

environment for people especially the

unemployed trying to set up their own
businesses so that there is less need for

them to cut costs by concealing them¬

selves from the authorities; allowing

receipt of at least some unemployment

benefits even when the beneficiary has

some earnings; and, most importantly,

increasing the flexibility of formal labour
markets4.

For, despite its seeming disadvantages,

concealed employment is, in the final ana¬

lysis, a misfortune for any country. Among
its consequences are loss of tax revenues,

abuse of welfare benefits, unfair competi¬

tion, encouragement of illegal immigration,

exploitation of workers and perpetuation of

obsolete working practices and techno¬

logy. All of these are reasons for making

sure that it does not get out of hand.

7 . The report is presented in OECD's Employ¬

ment Outlook, 7 986, Chapter 3.

2. It enables the gross income of a sector,

based on product flows, to be compared with
total tax returns from undertakings in that

sector.

3. See OECD Observer, No. 114, danuary

1982.

4. OECD Observer, No. 141, July 1986.
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A Closed Circle for

the Developing Countries?
Debt and Financial Flows

Since the 1970s, the flows

of finance to developing
countries for development

and other purposes

have generated significant
amounts of external debt

for these countries and

given rise to concern on

the part of policy makers

and the financial community
about the level of

indebtedness.

Now the situation has

come full circle, and the

same groups are concerned

about the impact of debt
on flows of finance to the

developing countries, as

reflected, for example, in
the concern with new

financial flows and in the

debate on "reverse flows"

from the developing to
developed countries. Hence

OECD, which has been

monitoring the debt situation
since the mid Seventies,

has now added a review

of flows to its annual debt

survey

The fall in financial flows was

dominated by the reduction of

private bank flows to middle-
income countries in Latin

America - mainly Argentina,

Brazil, Chile, Mexico and

Venezuela - which accounted

for nearly 40 per cent of all
debt incurred between 1981

and 7 985.
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NET FLOWS TO DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

Total and by Area
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Official Development Finance
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Private Flows

Net Flows: Changing
Dominance

Total net resource flows to developing

countries reached a peak in 1981, of

$139 billion. Afterwards they declined
steadily. Such flows fell to $83 billion in
1984 and to $80 billion in 1985. This

downtrend was dominated by sharp cuts in

private flows and export credits (over

90 per cent of them from OECD). The

sharpness of the decline is evident from the

chart.

Now, however, this decline seems to

have run its course, and increases, albeit

modest, are expected for 1 986, but this is

partly due to the fall of the dollar. (In 1 986,

net flows are expected to be about 7 per
cent higher in real terms than in 1985,

though still some 1 5 per cent below their
1983 levels.)

Because of its revolving nature, use of

the International Monetary Fund's credit is

not shown in the charts, but it did consti¬

tute a substantial net inflow from 1 982 to

1985 ($25 billion over the four years)

offsetting part of the decline in commercial

finance. Now, because of its lending cycle,

IMF credits are moving into a phase in

which the IMF may on balance withdraw

rather than provide funds.

A Change in Pattern

The new pattern that has emerged is

vastly different from the one that prevailed

at the end of the 1 970s (chart and table 1 ).

7. The most recent publication is Developing
Country Financing and External Debt, OECD,
1986.
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TOTAL NET FLOWS TO DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

By type of finance

1960-

61
1970 1975 1980 1985

Official Development Finance 59 46 45 35 60

of which:

DAC Bilateral Aid 48 28 14 14 28

OPEC Bilateral Aid 2 10 7 3

Multilateral Concessional Aid 2 5 7 6 9

Multilateral Non-concessional Lending 2 3 4 4 11

Export Credits 14 13 10 13 4

Private Flows 27 41 45 51 36

of which:

Direct Investment 19 18 20 9 10

Bank Sector 6 15 21 38 16

Bonds 2 1 1 5

Total 100 100 100 1001 100

7. Does not add up because of rounding.

The respective roles of official and private
finance have been reversed. The official

sector now accounts for 60 per cent of

financial flows as against 35 per cent in
1980. DAC bilateral aid, whose share of

total aid had declined because of the

growing OPEC contribution, has risen again
to its 1970 share, while OPEC aid has

fallen, again almost to its 1970 level.

Multilateral non-concessional lending is
vastly higher, and further increases are

envisaged under the Baker plan. The coun¬

terpart in the private sector is the much

reduced role of bank finance, syndicated
loans having been replaced to some extent

by bonds. The new pattern of flows,

OECD's study concludes, is likely to remain
in its present configuration for the foresee¬
able future.

Where the Flows Have Gone

Trends in financial flows to developing
countries have been dominated by the fall
in private bank flows to upper middle-
income countries in Latin America essen¬

tially Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Mexico and

Venezuela which accounted for nearly
40 per cent of the aggregate debt incurred
between 1981 and 1985, and" for over
70 per cent of the fall in flows to devel¬

oping countries in those years. By contrast,
private flows to the Middle East and to

low-income countries - essentially India

and China rose and remained important
in other Asian countries. The decline in net

export credit lending has focused on the

Middle East, as the oil exporters wound

down their investment programmes in the
face of weakening oil prices.

Today, the backbone of overall resource

flows is the official flows on which the

lower-income developing countries are

heavily reliant. But several upper middle-

income countries, which were essentially
"market borrowers" during the last decade,

are now also drawing a major portion of
their financing from official sources. There

are, however, important exceptions such

as China and Turkey; for these countries,
official funds accounted for a low or

decreasing share of the total net resource

inflow over the period 1980 to 1985.

Resource Flows and Economic

Conditions

The overall decline in resource flows is

one aspect of a history of profound change
in the developing countries as well as in the

international environment, particularly in
interest rates. Severe adjustment pro¬
grammes in many developing countries,

including some of the largest, generally
implied less recourse to external finance, as

well as cuts in imports and new projects
and in budget deficits. Except for Asian

countries, imports of developing nations
fell from their 1981 level but less so than

the receipts of external financial resources.

One important reason for this difference is

that in most debt-crisis situations, capital
flight from capital-importing developing
countries also declined sharply, from an
estimated $35 billion in 1982 to $10 bil¬

lion in 1985, according to IMF esti¬
mates.

In addition, there have been profound
changes in the world of private finance for
development (in both the international and

domestic fields). Recent major changes in
international financial markets, new
schemes for the establishment of domestic

financial markets in a growing number of
developing countries, several new multila¬

teral initiatives, all affect the availability of

external finance and the interface between

external and domestic savings and hence
will affect future flows.

The Debt Burden

Regarding debt, the decline in financial

flows is reflected in a much slower growth

in debt stocks, though the trend is currently
obscured by the impact of dollar deprecia¬

tion which has entailed a major upward
revaluation of non-dollar debt stocks.

While the nominal value of the debt stock

rose by an estimated $88 billion in 1 985,

RESOURCE FLOWS:

DEFINITIONS AND

PRESENTATION

Of the three categories of net
resource flows to developing countries
that are identified, governments in the
originating countries are the donors or

creditors/guarantors of the first two.

As to the third category, the donors or
creditors are private entities.

Official Development Finance com¬
prises flows from official bilateral and

multilateral institutions whose main

objective is the promotion of the eco¬

nomic and social welfare of developing
countries. It consists of:

Official Development Assistance

(ODA). Each ODA transaction conveys
a grant element of at least 25 per cent.

The average grant element of ODA

loans in recent years has actually been
over 60 per cent.

Other less concessional or non-con¬

cessional flows, consisting mainly of
lending at market rates by multilateral
development banks, including the
World Bank and the Asian, African and

Inter-American Development Banks. A

small portion is bilateral lending of
various types; non-concessional official

loans, equity-type transactions, and

official refinancing of debt (mainly
export credit debt) extended at non-

concessional terms.

Export Credits comprise both officially
financed export credits and officially-
guaranteed private export credits (in¬
cluding bank-financed credits). Private

export credits which are not officially
guaranteed are included with private
flows.

Private Flows consist mainly of direct
investment, bank lending (adjusted to
exclude export credits extended by
banks but officially guaranteed) and
bond lending. The category "other pri¬
vate" puts together a heterogeneous
set of "private" transactions, in parti¬
cular organized charity efforts (NGOs),
small private business transactions,
etc.
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Flows to India, China and other Asian countries rose or remained important. Above: Korean worker in a spinning mill.

$55 billion is a valuation adjustment and

only $33 billion a real increase in out¬
standing debt (table 2).

squeezing the finances of the Sub-Saharan

African countries. WHAT IS A FINANCIAL

TRANSFER?
Debt service payments are currently

being contained by falling interest rates and

widespread rescheduling. However, the

crucial interest-to-exports ratio in most

cases remains as high or higher than it was
before the start of the debt crisis in

1981-82, with the fall in oil revenues

producing an acute deterioration in OPEC

and other countries, including Mexico and

Egypt. Generally, making interest pay¬

ments in full and on time is a heavy financial
burden in Latin America.

In Sub-Saharan Africa, interest costs

remain relatively low and, although interest

payment as a percentage of export earn¬

ings have been rising, this ratio remains

below 1 0 per cent for half the countries in

the region and below 20 per cent for most

others. Only a few have interest payment

burdens comparable to those in Latin

America (these include Sudan, Zambia,

Mozambique, Tanzania, Ghana and Sierra

Leone). On the other hand, repayment

obligations have been rising rapidly at a

time when private flows and export credits

have been falling, while export revenues

have been severely affected by commodity

price declines in most instances. Further¬

more, repayment obligations on earlier

multilateral loans and on IMF drawings,

which cannot, as a matter of principle, be

rescheduled, are rising particularly rapidly.

In combination, these factors are severely

The Debate on Financial

Transfers

For some debtors, outstanding debt

liabilities are high and thus servicing costs

can be several times larger than annual net

inflows. This has given rise to a debate on
what are sometimes called "net financial

transfers" (see box).

The concept of "net financial transfer"

contravenes basic economic logic by amal¬

gamating capital transactions and income

(interest) transactions, which must be

traced separately, and appear in different

parts of the balance-of-payments ac¬

counts. Annual interest payments are not a

"transfer of capital". They are the income

on a capital accumulated during prior years

The annual "net financial transfer" is

defined as follows:

Gross capital inflow, disbursements

minus amortization payments

equals net capital inflow1
minus interest on outstanding debt
equals net financial transfer1

This "net financial transfer" should

not be confused with the net capital

inflow, also labelled net flow or net flow

of resources, or with the "transfer of

resources" which is often employed as a

rather generic notion with no statistical

content.

1. Transactions on foreign direct investment

are not included here, although the same arith¬

metic can apply to foreign direct investment.

2. BUILD-UP IN GROSS DEBT OF DEVELOPING COUNTRIES1

Estimated annual change

1976-

78

1979-

81
7 982 7 983 1984 1985

Nominal increase

of which: 23 19 13 6 4 10

Exchange rate effect + 2 -2 -4 -3 -5 + 6

Underlying increase 20 20 17 9 8 3

7. May not add up because of rounding.
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(or decades); and this capital, which is at

work in the debtor's economy normally
yields an income. A negative net financial

transfer can co-exist with a positive eco¬

nomic return from foreign borrowing and
over time all debt accumulation processes

tend to produce a negative net financial
transfer.

This interpretation, however, rests on

two implicit assumptions, which are not

always applicable:

It is assumed that interest payments
represent an income on the stock of capital,

whereas it was observed in the early 1 980s

that very high interest rates (due to high
inflation) included an element of acceler¬

ated but invisible amortization of principal2,
particularly from 1979 to 1983.

It is implicitly assumed that good use is
made of borrowed resources, whereas

debtors have at times undertaken large
prestige projects or military imports (not to

speak of flight capital) which have yielded
little or no income to service the corre¬

sponding external debt.

In sum, "net financial transfer" is a mere

arithmetic measure of the difference

between net borrowing and interest pay¬
ments. As interest payments rise and/or

the rate of new borrowing declines, the
financial transfer will diminish and can even

turn from positive to negative. The eco¬

nomic significance is that, to the extent

that net invisibles other than interest pay¬
ments remain stable, declining or negative
"net financial transfers" require an im¬

proving and sometimes large positive trade
balance.

Again, this process may be regarded as

normal in terms of a long-term cycle of
capital importing. What is unusual about

the current situation in which large devel¬
oping countries are borrowers of bank

finance is that a change from very signifi¬
cant positive financial transfers to very
significant negative transfers has been

compressed into a very short period of
time. This is the combined result of four

main factors

The previous rapid build-up of bank
debt

A sharp fall in current lending
The emergence of high interest rates
The fact that there had been recourse to

floating interest rate finance implied that

the entire stock of outstanding debt would
be affected by rising interest rates.

The high interest rates increased the

volume of interest payments, discouraged

new borrowing and stimulated capital

flight. All elements in the financial transfer

equation therefore worked to compound

the negative swing. The decline in interest

rates since 1982, however, has tended to

have a reverse effect.

The counterpart of this major financial

change is that a large trade surplus must be

produced by the major borrowing coun

tries. It is this impact on the real economy

that makes the current large negative
financial transfers an important economic

and political phenomenon, domestically
and internationally. (A large trade surplus,

as such, however, is not necessarily an
indicator of a liquidity constraint since it

can occur not only in countries in a tight
payments situation, but also in those with a

structural trade surplus, such as Taiwan).

Trends in global net financial transfers
fail to reveal the contrasts between the few

cases dominated by massive bank debt and

the others. Only rarely do countries relying

on official development finance record any

dramatic change in these transfers. Where

bank debt dominates, the results are

accounted for by a handful of very large
debtors, and bank lending to the vast

majority of individual debtors shows a

different profile from the aggregate, which

is determined by these few critical cases.

Thus, the arithmetic concept of net

transfer can too easily be misleading, all

the more so if the figures put together
different types of debtor countries. As to

the economic effects, trends in net trans¬

fers do not reflect corresponding trends in

the import of foreign savings, the sound¬

ness of which is measured primarily by
comparing the cost of external resources

(the interest rate) with the use made of

such resources (the yield). From a financial
point of view, a decrease in net transfer is

too imperfect a measure of the developing
countries' financial stress unless one

knows to what extent the corresponding

increase in the export surplus is caused by
rising exports or by forced cuts in imports.

Conversely, an increase in positive net
transfer, as occurred in Latin America in the

years immediately preceding the 1982

debt crisis, is not a good measure of an

"improvement" in the developing countries'
external financial situation.

Beyond the technicalities, the debate on

net financial transfers touches upon some

fundamental analytical and policy issues.

On the one hand, it is recognized that, for

some advanced developing countries,

negative financial transfers are compatible

with growth and development. Growth

depends primarily on adequate investment

and on export performance as shown by
the past history of several OECD countries

as well as the current experience of some

developing nations (e.g., Taiwan).

On the other hand, the emergence of a

trade surplus for a relatively large number
of debtors since 1 983 raises the question

as to how far these trade surpluses are
sustainable and, indeed, in some cases

desirable. There is no single answer, but it

is generally recognized that poorer devel¬

oping countries with little export potential

are unable to run significant and sustain¬

able trade surpluses and grow at the same
time. Also, to the extent that the beneficial

effects of the decline in interest rates since

1 982 may have virtually run their course by

now, it appears that in some cases, the

excessively high negative financial trans¬

fers are linked essentially to excessively

high stocks of debt that were largely the

result of previous economic mismanage¬

ment; significant trade surpluses were

required here because the alternative

large increases in net capital inflows
would mean further rises in debt.

In this debate, the level of interest rates

is an important factor because situations in

which real interest rates on external debt

remain higher than the debtor's GNP

growth rate are clearly not sustainable and

are very detrimental to development
efforts.

Implicit in the Baker Plan is the recogni¬
tion that, as real interest rates come down

and the large debt-crisis countries reacti¬

vate their GNP growth, conditions should

develop in which the GNP of advanced

debtors will enable them to resume a

moderate increase in debt through net new

borrowing. A priority for these debtors is
thus to restore their creditworthiness to

regain moderate access to external com¬

mercial finance.

Although the statistics presented in this
article indicate, as noted above, a certain

consolidation in the financial positions of

developing countries, there are few

grounds for satisfaction. There is a very
long way to go before the debt problem

becomes a matter of history. No workable
or desirable way has been identified to

clear up debt problems through a major
piece of financial engineering. There is thus
no alternative to the current efforts to deal

with the situation by a range of policy and
financial actions on the part of both creditor

and debtor governments and institutions,

on a case-by-case basis, within an overall

conceptual framework.

Hope lies in the evidence that an

increasing number of debtor countries are

recognizing that the real cure for debt

problems is to be found in effective and

efficient government and a well-func¬

tioning economy. Thus, the basic causes of

regression in previous years are being

tackled in countries where they had
seemed endemic.

But there is also reason for concern

which derives from the analysis of the "net
financial transfer" situation and its relation¬

ship to present international adjustment

problems. The international significance of
debtor country interest payments well in
excess of net capital flows is that the trade

surplus needed to finance these payments
has to be absorbed by the rest of the world,

compounding the severe payments imbal¬

ances that already exist among OECD
countries. g

2. See External Indebtedness of Developing Coun¬
tries, Occasional Paper No. 3, IMF, 1981 .
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Computer Crime

In 1982, when OECD began
to take an active interest in

computer-related crime, few
Member countries other than the

United States, Canada and

Germany had begun to look into
the issue; still fewer had enacted

any legislation, not because they
did not want to but because

they did not know how to

approach this new kind of crime.

Now, four years later, all except

Belgium and Japan have new

laws or commissions of enquiry

at work on the problem. This

remarkably rapid change, which

reflects greatly increased

awareness of the problem on the

part of Member countries, is

described in a forthcoming OECD
report1 .

The seven young people

apprehended by police in New

Jersey used the computer to

exchange information on stolen
credit card numbers and the

manufacture of explosives and
even obtained some coded

numbers of the Pentagon. Above:

Detective George Green and the

electronic material seized by the

police.

1 . Computer-related Crime: Analysis of Legal

Policy, 7 986.
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Over the last four years, the inci¬

dence of computer crime has been

on the rise. Although available

figures may not be entirely reliable (often

victims do not report the crime for fear of

damaging their image), a recent survey by

the American Bar Association of 283 large

firms and government agencies found that

nearly half of them (48 per cent) consid¬

ered that they had been victims of com¬

puter-related crime over the previous

twelve months. Seventy-two calculated

that they had suffered losses from such

crimes ranging from $145 million to

$730 million. In Canada, the police force of
Ontario made a similar survey of 648 firms.

Half of them replied, and thirteen reported
financial losses, two thirds of them due to

unauthorized use of machine time and

intentional damage to computer files and

equipment. Only five of the thirteen cases

were referred to the police, and a mere

three gave rise to legal action. The figures

are eloquent and all point in the same
direction.

Particularly ingenious "hackers" like the

seven young Americans who penetrated

the Pentagon's secret codes in the summer

of 1 985 may make headlines, but most go

about their pastime of cracking computer

systems quietly (some do it just for fun,
others with less innocent motives).

Whether the systems are in the head office

of a bank or a top-secret research centre,

no one is completely safe from computer

crime. With telephones, data transmission

and satellite networks, computer-related

crimes are generally within the province of

a single country, but more and more there

are international ramifications,

At what point does computer manipula¬

tion become computer crime? Several

examples serve to illustrate the ambiguity

of the very concept of computer crime and

the difficulty of framing laws to curb it.

How is one to classify such acts as over¬

drawing one's bank account by using a

credit card, borrowing a friend's video¬

game programme and copying it on one's

own blank disk, using company funds for

private purposes or printing out the list of
customers from the data bank of a rival

company's mainframe?

When discussions on such matters

began within the OECD in 1982, no one

really knew what constituted computer

crime in legal terms. The task of defining it
and framing appropriate legislation is what

a group of experts is now trying to accom¬

plish. The group's report sets out the

issues, indicating in detail their inherent

technical, political, legal and ethical com¬

plexity.

As a working hypothesis, computer

"abuse" is defined as "any illegal, unethical

or unauthorized behaviour relating to the

automatic processing and transmission of

data." The main types of offences selected
and discussed are:

Fraud through computer manipulation

Computer espionage and piracy of pro¬

grammes

Sabotage of computers

Unauthorized use of computers

Unauthorized access to computerized

data processing systems.

In this approach, an economic value is

attributed to information, the raw material

of the new industry and the basis for and

object of commercial transactions. The

border line between what is prohibited,

what is permissible and what is merely
tolerated is far from clear, since dishonest

use of computer and telecommunications

technology seldom leaves any trace. In this

special context, the first question the

legislator must ask is whether the introduc¬

tion of the computer changes the nature of

those fields in which it is applied to such an

extent that new regulations or even new

laws are necessary. The second question is

which precise problems cannot be resolved

by the existing regulatory systems when

applied to the new technology. The third

question, once the gaps have been pin¬

pointed, is what interests should have

priority protection and what the conse¬

quences are likely to be for society.

This is a very broad programme indeed,

and though OECD Member countries have

agreed to discuss it, each is already tack¬

ling it in different ways. Two basic

approaches seem to be emerging, though

they may be too general to deal with each

specific case.

The first approach is to consider com¬

puter crime as something that does not

require either special legislation or any
distinction between information as such

and computerized information. Computing

is considered to be merely the instrument

used to commit acts already covered by

existing law. Priority is given to problems of

security and to compensation for damage

done to private property. At present, Bel¬

gium, Iceland and Japan are taking this line
(see box).

The second approach is to regard new

measures as indispensable, so that existing
laws must be amended to cover the new

form of crime, or new offences defined that

take the computer into account. Most of
the other Member countries are in favour of

tackling the problem this way (see box).

Whatever the attitude now taken by a
given country, most of them are consid¬

ering reform. That is why the OECD experts
believe that it would be possible and

advantageous to develop a common

approach or at least to try to co-ordinate

new methods insofar as possible.

Such international co-operation is useful

in that each country can benefit from the

others' legal experience. But beyond that,

coordination is a real necessity in civil,

administrative and commercial law, so as

to create equal conditions of competition,

facilitate international data flows, and

prevent undesirable or detrimental activi¬

ties from being shifted to other countries.

Thus harmonized legislation is a real neces¬

sity. In many areas, such as commercial

secrecy, intellectual property and protec¬

tion of privacy, computer-crime legislation

requires common legal principles.

Common principles of civil law are a

prerequisite for harmonized solutions in

criminal law, since the latter refers to and

depends on the rules of the former. More¬

over, unless there is some harmonization of

criminal law and procedures, international

data networks cannot be protected, inter¬

national instruments for co-operation on

criminal law cannot operate, and evidence

gathered in one country may not be admis¬

sible in another country's courts.
The alternative would soon lead to the

emergence of computer crime havens. To

prevent this, OECD's report urges each

country to reflect on how computer crimes

would be covered by its existing penal

legislation, defining such actions in terms
of the "function" rather than of the "tech¬

nology" used, with, for the first time, a list

of such acts as a common denominator for

the different approaches:

1. The input, alteration, erasure and/or

suppression of computer data and/or com¬

puter programmes done wilfully, with the

intent to commit an illegal transfer of funds

or any other good.

2. The input, alteration, erasure and/or

suppression of computer data and/or com¬

puter programmes done wilfully, with the

intent to commit a forgery.
3. The input, alteration, erasure and/or

suppression of computer data and/or com¬

puter programmes, or other interference

with computer systems, done wilfully with
the intent to hinder the functioning of a

computer and/or telecommunications sys¬
tem.

4. The infringement of the exclusive right
of the owner of a protected computer

programme, with the intent to exploit the

programme commercially and put it on the
market.2

5. The access to or interception of a
computer and/or telecommunications

system made knowingly and without the

authorization of the person responsible for

the system, either by infringing on security

measures or with any other dishonest or
harmful intent.

Even though these five actions, on which
the 24 OECD countries have reached

agreement, provide the essential basis for

all future discussion, they do not answer
the key question: who owns information?

In its reply to an OECD questionnaire, the

Canadian Delegation neatly summed up the

2. Australia has entered a reservation as

regards this particular act.
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underlying issues: in Western societies

information poses two delicate problems.

The first is to devise new legal, economic

and social arrangements that will ensure
both the creation and the effective and

profitable utilization of new information

and technology. The second is the difficulty

that a liberal society encounters when it

tries to protect its basic political and human

values from injudicious applications or
withdrawals of or restrictions on that new

knowledge. One of the basic issues is
whether information should be treated as a

proprietary commodity or as a public
resource. If it can be treated as both, in

what circumstances should emphasis be

put on one or the other? In this area, is civil

law preferable to criminal law, or if both are

useful, to what degree is each applica¬
ble?

Theft of an intangible - such as informa¬

tion can be approached in one of two

ways: either by making it an offence to use
a computer system in a way that adversely

affects another person, or by treating the

information as property upon which tres¬

pass may be involved. How wide a range of

acts would become offences will depend

upon which approach is adopted. In any

case, it would be useful to examine the

implications for society of making such acts

an offence. Otherwise there might be a risk

of creating a society obsessed with secrecy

which might even go so far as to question

the right of free access to the telephone

directory.

A COUNTRY-BY-COUNTRY RUNDOWN

IrL

Australia has no legislation on computer-related crime as

such. A special committee has been set up in Victoria under the

auspices of the Attorney General's Department to look into

legislative needs. One of the difficulties in Australia is the

diversity of criminal law in the various states, codified in some
but common law in others.

In Austria the Ministry of dustice proposed an amendment to

the penal code in 1985. Provisions were introduced for

damaging or falsifying computer data and for dealing with
computer fraud and unauthorized use of computers. 1

Belgium has no specific legislation nor is any planned, but

certain kinds of data-processing malpractice are already subject

to penalties or will be in the near future, through existing
laws.

In Canada two bills have been introduced into Parliament to

define fraudulent uses of computers more clearly, to provide

penalties and to make computer records admissible as evi¬
dence.

In Denmark amendments to the criminal code dealing with

computer-related crime were approved by Parliament and

became law on 1st duly 1985.1
In Finland computer-related crime is not yet accepted as a

legal concept.

France fias no law specifically designed to handle computer-

related crime. However, French law does include penal clauses

covering audiovisual communication, personal data protection

and admissibility of evidence. A bill specifically aimed at
computer crime is being prepared.

In Germany, sections of the regular criminal code on fraud,

embezzlement or forgery are usually applicable in practice to a

computer-related crime case. However, a Federal Bill on the

Repression of Economic Criminality, which includes computer

crime provisions, should be enacted shortly.

In Greece, a committee has been created by the Ministry of

dustice to prepare a bill amending the penal code with new

provisions on breach of secrecy, computer fraud, forgery of

computerized data, unauthorized copying or use of software and
unauthorized access to computer-stored data.

Iceland /?as no special legislation.

Italy has no special legislation at present, but a bill is being
prepared to protect databanks containing information on indi¬
viduals.

Japan has no existing or proposed legislation.
The Netherlands has no special legislation. 1

Norway has no legislation in view, but a commission has been
established to revise the criminal code.

In Portugal a bill to protect privacy and personal data contains
certain provisions covering computer-related crime having

economic implications.

In Sweden the Data Act is mainly concerned with protecting

personal data, except for Section 21 which is broader and
covers recordings intended for automated data processing.
Sweden takes the view that special rules for computer-related

crime must be avoided and that general provisions in criminal

law, adjusted where necessary, should be used insofar as
possible.

Switzerland has no laws that apply specifically to computer-

related crime, but two bills have been introduced at the Federal

level.

The United Kindom has no law concerned exclusively with

computer-related crime. Whenever a computer is an instrument
of crime, the offence is classified according to the ends rather

than the means.

In the United States, Congress has been presented with

several bills to make computer-related criminal conduct specif¬

ically indictable whenever Federal interests are affected. Laws
on unauthorized access to a computer system and credit card
frauds have been enacted. Moreover, most of the individual

states have enacted specific legislation.

1 . Since this list was compiled in late 1985, at least three Member

countries, Austria, Denmark and the Netherlands, have made consid¬
erable advances in dealing with computer crime.
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Regional Policy:
Coming to Terms
with the 1 980s

by David Wadley^

It has long been recognized
among OECD countries that the

reduction of regional disparities

may not only create a more

equitable distribution of national

resources but can also promote

greater economic efficiency,

making for higher income overall.

But these objectives are not

always compatible. Moreover,

the more complex and
unfavourable economic climate

of the last decade, together with
perceived needs to effect

structural adjustment, have

created a variety of new

problems for the regional
policy maker. The key issues have

recently been surveyed and
evaluated in a

major OECD report2.

1. OECD Consultant, Senior Lecturer, Department

of Geography, University of Queensland, Brisbane,

Australia. The opinions expressed are those of the

author and do not necessarily reflect those of
OECD.

2. Restructuring the Regions: Analysis, Policy
Model and Prognosis, OECD, 1986.

Stranded regions are not the only
ones demanding the attention of

policy makers. There are also

remote agricultural and

mountainous regions and those

suffering from congestion.
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Facing the Issues

Since the first oil crisis of 1 973-74, the

economic geography of the industrialized

countries has undergone something of a
revolution. The decline of traditional

"smokestack" production in metals and

engineering, the rationalization of textiles,

clothing and footwear and the onset of

jobless growth in such industries as vehicle

production is now well recognized. There is

indeed talk of "stranded" regions featuring

obsolete plant and facilities and demon¬

strating difficulty of accommodating the

changes in human and physical infrastruc¬
ture which are essential for continued

economic progress.

Stranded regions, however, are only one

type demanding the attention of policy
makers. In OECD countries there are also

areas suffering from peripherality or con¬

gestion. The former include border zones

and remote agricultural and mountainous

regions, such as occur in Canada, New

Zealand, Australia and Scandinavia. Even

Japan's northern island of Hokkaido exhi¬

bits traits of underdevelopment. On the

other hand, congestion marks core regions

such as London and Paris, and part of

regional policy has aimed at redirecting

growth. Here the problems are excess

demand for resources and strains in local

infrastructure which show up in the form of

shortages of housing and transport and

perhaps environmental costs and nuis¬

ances.

Policy to ameliorate conditions in all

these problem regions has existed in one
form or another since the Second World

War, and some countries devoted substan¬

tial funds and effort to such policies in
the 1 960s and 1 970s for the sake of both

equity and efficiency. Yet recent evalua¬

tions are not unanimous that past pro¬

grammes have been altogether successful,

and results are too equivocal to resolve an

ongoing debate about the role and practice

of policy.

Most analysts agree that there is now a

greatly reduced supply of "footloose"

plants which could be induced to locate in

the regions designated for special govern¬

ment assistance in many OECD countries.

Attraction of these mobile plants had been

a standard approach before 1 974. Since

this kind of investment seems to be drying

up, a view has emerged that regional
differences are a fact of life which cannot

effectively be eliminated. Another is that

disparities are not inevitable but that some¬

thing in addition to market forces may be

required to overcome them. Allied to this

outlook is the argument that global corpo¬

rate activity is now so powerful in deter¬

mining locational patterns that there may

be little that individual regions can do to
alter or withstand it.

In practice, most OECD governments

recognize a need to "rectify" regional

imbalances. One aim of policy may be to

reduce differences in income and pur¬

chasing power among areas. In addition to

enhancing total social welfare, this could
have economic benefits to the extent that

resources are shifted to lower-cost envi¬

ronments. Another objective of growing
importance in the last decade has been to

promote employment in economically

depressed areas. Correspondingly, a posi¬

tive regional policy may be aimed at stem¬

ming population outflows in the interests of

preserving communities and protecting the

social and cultural identity of individual

areas. A final policy aim may be to reduce

separatist pressures within parts of coun¬
tries.

Certain kinds of policy can be effected

through macro-economic measures, the

most usual being fiscal transfers from one

region to another. More numerous are

micro-economic instruments which tradi¬

tionally have proposed moving capital to
labour (jobs to workers) rather than vice
versa. In this context, economic incentives

can be targeted by sector, and manufac¬

turing has received by far the most atten¬

tion. Apart from "soft" loans and sundry

financing arrangements, public assistance

may include grants for production inputs

buildings and equipment, labour or oper¬

ating costs. Provision of general infrastruc¬

ture is an important adjunct.

In most OECD countries, the 1 980s

have seen substantial trimming of budgets
for regional development and now, more

than ever, regional policy needs to be

effective (doing the right thing) and efficient

(doing the thing right). Among the orthodox

policy measures, there have been strong

attempts, particularly in Europe, to improve

spatial targeting by "derating" or reducing
the size and number of assisted areas. Few

nations now count more than 30 per cent

of their population in such zones. Mean-
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while much attention has been paid to the
efficacy of automatic as opposed to discre¬
tionary awards to firms, advocates of the

former arguing their predictability and ease
of application, while those favouring dis¬
cretionary approaches value their preci¬

sion, flexibility and potential economy.
Beyond the orthodox means, however,

there is realization of the need for regional

policy to open up new frontiers in coming to
grips with the 1 980s. It is moving from a
reliance on investment coming from out¬
side the region to being aware of the

possibilities for greater application of the

human and physical capital already in the
region (endogenous development). At the

same time, the case for positive adjustment
made by the OECD after 1979 leaves no

doubt that technology will be vital in
underwriting future development. Indeed,

higher technologies, endogenously devel¬
oped, may be a key to affecting interre¬
gional redistribution of economic activity.
Interest of policy makers is thus turning to
the nature of control and level of techno¬

logy inherent in investment proposals.

Taking Control

Potential for endogenous development
is seen in small and medium enterprises,
enterprise zones, direct public intervention

and a greater focus on the service sec¬
tor.

Small and medium enterprises account
for between 45 and 70 per cent of indus¬
trial employment in OECD countries and are

credited with a significant role in current job
creation. Governments have come to view

the innovativeness of small firms and their

ability to adapt to changing economic
conditions as valuable assets in the task of

revitalizing regions. They can help the
transition of the unemployed into the work¬

force by providing on-the-job training and
opportunities for the less skilled, as well as

engender a stream of new entrepreneurs.

Even if they are not responsible for major
technological breakthroughs, they are con¬
stantly applying new products and opening
up market niches.

A new approach to fostering the creation
and development of local industry and
services has been pioneered in the United

States and the United Kingdom
since 1980. It entails the designation of
specific zones in urban areas in which an

individual micro-economy is established by
means of special fiscal concessions and

streamlined procedures for development
applications. These "enterprise zones" are
usually no more than several hundred

hectares in size and are characteristically
located in the most deprived inner city
districts. In the United States, the incen¬

tives are usually in the form of tax credits,

some of which are employment related
since the purpose of these schemes is to

create jobs. In Britain, which has pursued

the concept differently, relief from capital
gains tax is offered on property, and there
are generous depreciation allowances for

plant and machinery and exemptions from
local property tax.

Assessment of the effectiveness of the

zones has so far been mixed. A condition of

success is that government allow the

private sector a freer hand than usual, both

by minimizing controls and regulations and
by reducing financial contributions to the

community. It is often hard for officialdom

to "back off". But, as a radical departure

from previous practice, certain enterprise
zones appear to have encouraged growth in

difficult economic times. A major difficulty
is to determine whether they really gen¬
erate new business that would not have

arisen otherwise or whether they simply
occasion relocation or provide "dead¬
weight" subsidies to business that would

have developed spontaneously. Given such
uncertainties, tax breaks clearly offer an
advantage over grants or investment incen¬

tives in that a Treasury only "pays" in the
form of lost revenue when business

actually gets off the ground.

Various European OECD nations have

responded to their economic setbacks with

direct public intervention through equity
holding or nationalized lead firms which

aim to open up troubled regions. Italy, for
instance, has some 350 public companies

with the state controlling around 30 per
cent of overall investment throughout the
country. Like other nations, Italy has used
its holdings to redirect investment to

depressed southern regions (the Mezzog-
iorno). In another approach common in

Spain, the Netherlands, Belgium and
Sweden, regional companies have been

established which are essentially invest¬
ment funds to support local private enter¬
prise.

Attempts to encourage growth within

regions focus increasingly on the service
sector which takes in some three fifths of

the workforce in the OECD. It is true that

some services are following manufacturing
in shedding labour and becoming more
capital intensive. Nonetheless, develop¬
ment possibilities are seen in specialized

consumer services (e.g. in health and con¬

tinuing education), especially those which
revolve around communications techno¬

logy, and the regional literature is consid¬

ering whether such industries will have a

centralizing or decentralizing influence on
business location.

The Upgrading of Technology

Many regions have eyed enviously - and
sought inspiration from - various high
technology complexes which have burst

into prominence in the 1980s. High tech¬
nology industries appear to have special-
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ized locational requirements which empha¬

sise "birds of a feather" agglomeration.

They may show disinterest in traditional

manufacturing attractions such as sources

of raw materials, water or energy, but the

right kind of labour and access to specific

transport facilities may be essential.

Regions seeking to attract higher techno¬

logies must also, as far as possible, provide

an attractive living environment for man¬

agement personnel and good education

facilities at all levels, from kindergarten to

university.

What have been called "cross-polli¬

nating hotbeds of activity" are exemplified

by California's Silicon Valley and Boston's

Route 1 28 on opposite sides of the United
States. Others include the North Carolina

Research Triangle Park, Canada's Ottawa-

Carleton-Hull complex, Cambridge in the

United Kingdom, Silicon Glen in Scotland

and Sophia Antipolis in southern France.
But inasmuch as these centres are devel¬

opment ideals, they may be hard to repli¬

cate elsewhere. Each has sprung up for

specific reasons, and all are now well

established. Two have existed for over

40 years. Silicon Valley was spawned in

the 1 940s by government defence con¬
tracts in electronics and has benefited from

a steady stream of defence and aerospace

work ever since. Some 40 per cent of
United States federal research and devel¬

opment spending went to California in the

early 1 960s. One result was the concen¬

tration there of the emerging semicon¬

ductor industry. The Route 1 28 complex
was established before the Second World

War, having long acted as the research

centre for a large machinery industry. Like

Silicon Valley, its progress is of course

related to the proximity of major universi¬

ties strong in business and technology.

Such established centres are inclined to

be self perpetuating because of the attrac¬
tions for researchers and academics of

living in communities that thrive on per¬

sonal interaction and the exchange of ideas

and technologies. From these positive fac¬

tors, new ventures and spinoffs may be

forthcoming. Spontaneous, organic repro¬

duction is not the product of government

policy or even local participation, and

considerable effort may be needed to get
the right forces working in the first place.

Increasingly, authorities are recognizing
that entrepreneurship and innovation

cannot be created overnight. More atten¬

tion is being paid to institutes of higher

education to establish how they can play a

greater role in regional development.

Technology complexes and science

parks are currently being set up all over the

world, but policy makers must be realistic

as to whether their region can aim for the

apparently most desirable formula: locally

generated, export-oriented services or pro¬

duct-based high technology. Available

alternative strategies would involve ad¬

apting known technologies. One would aim

at process innovation designed to maintain

productivity and competitiveness. Applica¬

tions of computing and control facilities

offer numerous possibilities, not least of

which is in making existing housing more

energy efficient.

In the future, more importance may be

attached by state or regional governments

to "technological sovereignty" in regional

development. This refers to the capacity to

select, generate, apply, build on and exploit

the technology needed for industrial inno¬
vation. It can be denied if firms withhold

knowledge of key techniques or production

processes from other industries in the same

region while benefiting from transferred

technology. The essential need is to ensure

that private sector firms have the freedom

to choose the type of arrangement li¬

censing, joint ventures, direct ownership of

technology that is most likely to contri¬

bute to profitability of the enterprise and

thus to the growth of the region. Sover¬

eignty is thus another reason why regions

are showing more concern with locally

generated development.

For the Future

Now more than ever, the global

economy will provide the context for indi¬

vidual regional development efforts. Plan¬

ners no longer have the security of dealing

with branch plants of large international or

national firms and may have to focus on a

new breed of entrepreneur whose technical

ideas, let alone business acumen, have yet
to be tested in the market.

Regional policy may also have to be

oriented beyond employment which to

date has been most strongly emphasized.

Already it is realized that the orthodox

measures, focused largely on the short

term, may be of limited usefulness in

levering new business activity. Some acad¬
emic researchers have favoured far

stronger approaches such as grading

income tax structures spatially or intro¬

ducing regionally differentiated retirement

ages. Others prefer more indirect measures

in which regional policy would stop

focusing on physical plant and infrastruc¬

ture and concentrate more on enhancing

"human capital" as a means of regional

development. In this way, it is argued,

sectoral discrimination and what may be
other invidious choices are avoided.

Important equity considerations ensure

the need for ongoing regional policy. Inter¬

vention will increasingly require co-ordina¬

tion with technology and industry initia¬

tives lest policies end up at cross purposes.

These other policies may choose to target

winner and loser industries and may be

stronger or weaker in application. Over¬

riding all the necessary integration is the

question of whether policy delivery is best

centralized (imposed from the top down) or

decentralized (implementing proposals de¬

veloped within local regions). The current

complexity of work in regional develop¬

ment is evident and, for this reason,

Member nations recently reaffirmed the

value of continued monitoring of regional

policy and development.

Policy Development: Japan and Australia

Regional policy can be formulated for
both centralized and decentralized (fed¬

eral) systems of government. The

approaches are likely to be different,

though, as the cases of dapan and
Australia illustrate.

dapan's regional problems are three¬
fold, reflected in the existence of back¬

ward or peripheral areas, over-concen¬

tration of economic activity in the three

major metropolises of Tokyo, Osaka

and Nagoya} and under-concentration

in intermediate regions where residents

tend to migrate towards the cities.

dapanese regional policy is set out in

comprehensive national development

plans, the third of which covered the

period 1978-85 and the fourth of
which is scheduled for release

in 1986.

The third plan provided the frame¬

work for a concept first put forward

in 1 980 for the development of "tech-

nopolises". These are attractive new-

towns in which industry, research and

development centres, academic institu¬

tions and residences are all closely

related. The idea came from the Min

istry of International Trade and Industry

(MITI), which was already responsible

for dapan's industrial policy2.
It was up to local prefectures to

submit proposals for sites and,

in 1 982, 1 9 were chosen, with com¬

mencement planned for 1984 or 1985.

Four main groups of industries are to be

targeted electronics, mechatronics,

biotechnology and new materials.

1 . See OECD Observer, No. 141, July 1 986.

2. See OECD Observer, No. 127.

March 1984.
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Japan's regional
problems are

threefold backward

areas, over-

concentration of

economic activity in

the three largest

cities (Tokyo, is one
of them) and under-

concentration in

intermediate regions.

In Australia, each

state has its own

programme for

attracting industry,
not all of them

considered very
effective.

There will thus be a high degree of
common interest, although individual

technopolises are not expected to spe¬
cialize in a single industry, and plants

will not necessarily agglomerate but

may be spread throughout a region.
The MITI plan is seen as a bold new

initiative blending technology with the
redistributional aims of regional policy,
and it stands in contrast to the limited

measures being taken in some other

countries. Apart from providing new
living opportunities for the dapanese
people, the technopolises are expected

to improve economic efficiency. The
programme is perhaps the most enter¬

prising regional development initiative
in the industrialized world at the

moment.

Australia has narrower regional dis¬
parities than many advanced countries.

It has a decentralized, federal form of

government. Regional and urban devel¬

opment are largely the responsibility of
the states, despite macro-economic

measures providing for a portion of

federal funds to be distributed for pur¬
poses of fiscal equalization between
states.

Each state has an industrial develop¬
ment programme, though some have

more active regional interests than oth¬
ers. Typical kinds of assistance are

housing subsidization for key em¬
ployees of firms moving to designated
areas, rebates on payroll and land taxes

for decentralized companies, and re¬
moval and relocation subsidies. State

governments have also helped industry
within their borders by granting local
manufacturers preference in tendering
for public contracts. Considerable

efforts are now being made at inter¬
state and federal levels to abolish such

schemes, which are increasingly seen
as an aberration of decentralized

regional development.

Moreover, some research has sug¬
gested that existing measures aimed at

attracting business into individual

states have been ineffective. The state

of Victoria responded by reformulating
its regional industrial policy: instead of

general assistance to relocating com¬
panies, it is now providing targeted aid

to industry considered of strategic eco¬
nomic importance. For Victoria, the

new policy represents a more sectoral

approach to industrial development,
aimed at exploiting its comparative
advantage as a region. Other states are

also re-examining their approaches and
progress to date. m
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A New Step in Controlling

International Shipments
of Hazardous Waste

Millions of tonnes of

hazardous wastes cross

international frontiers annually

on their way to disposal. In

Europe, one such crossing

occurs on average every five
minutes. The Member

countries of OECD have been

working together to assure

that policies allowing for

proper monitoring and control
of these movements are

adopted and implemented. Of

necessity, international
control over transfrontier

movements of hazardous

wastes has been a step-by-

step process; the recent
Decision-Recommendation of

OECD's Council (see box) has

now brought it close to
realization.

Following World War II, the problem
of hazardous wastes came to the

fore in an urgent manner. It was no

longer socially and politically acceptable to

continue dumping undesirable waste pro¬

ducts into the environment, be it the rivers,

the sea, the atmosphere or landfills. Fast

economic growth and stepped-up indus¬
trialization in most of the OECD countries

meant that growing amounts of waste

were being produced. The explosive

growth in the use of chemicals, in particu¬

lar, meant that many of these wastes

possessed properties which could cause

harm to man and/or the environment. They

might be toxic, corrosive, explosive or

inflammable or all of these things.

Moreover, the dump sites that had been

created were found in some cases to have

caused serious and lasting groundwater

pollution over the years. Then too, the sites

in question, which were thought to have

been of very low value for new farms or

towns when they were chosen, came to be

needed years or even decades later as

nearby conurbations continued to develop.

These factors gave an impetus to the

development of better hazardous waste

management methods but also required

that some of these sites be cleaned up.

Many thousands of such sites exist in

OECD countries, and the cost of clean-up

can be very high: the United States Envi¬

ronmental Protection Agency estimated

that in 1 984 the cleaning up of such sites in
the U.S. would cost between $8.4 and $1 6

billion. An agency of the U.S. Congress

even suggested in 1985 that these costs
could reach $100 billion. The Netherlands

is spending Gld.200 million annually on this

problem.

In response to the potential hazards

posed by such wastes, individual Member
countries have acted to ensure that these

be minimized. For example, they have

designated the use of specially engineered

disposal sites for certain types of industrial

products and developed and expanded

recycling and disposal processes. These

actions constitute the first stage of control

of hazardous wastes. Many countries have

adopted increasingly strict regulations,

obliging producers to treat their waste

(disposal by incineration, on land or at sea,
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physico-chemical treatment, etc.) or to

store it in a safe manner (containment at

surface level or deep underground). In all

cases, these requirements entail extra cost,

which at times can be very considerable:

physico-chemical processing, for example,

comes to $75 to $125 per ton and
incineration to between $1 50 and $300 a

ton.

These costs are not the same every¬
where within the OECD area. Some coun¬

tries have stricter regulations, and some

are much better equipped technically to
handle hazardous wastes than others.

Since there is no universally accepted
definition of what is hazardous, moreover,

it is easy to see why international ship¬

ments of hazardous wastes have been on

the rise. Indeed, industrialists who export

their hazardous wastes are often "econom¬

izing", but one person's savings can be
another's financial burden. It is often the

receiving country that must cover the costs

of cleaning up storage sites or must pay for

the damage caused by an accident.

The so-called "Saga of the Seveso
Drums," an instance where 41 containers

of soil contaminated with low levels of

dioxins were temporarily "lost" after being
shipped across international frontiers in

Europe, acted as a spur to develop policies
meant to ensure that all transfrontier

movements of hazardous wastes be carried

out within a framework that would provide

adequate information on them and

improve, at as reasonable a cost as possi¬

ble, protection and monitoring of the envi¬

ronment, whatever the Member country in

which the operations took place. A major

step in this direction was taken in February

1 984 when Member countries signed a
Decision and Recommendation to this

effect. If these provisions had been in force

in 1983, the Seveso drums affair would

probably not have happened.

This Council Act represented the first

stage of control of transfrontier move¬

ments of hazardous wastes encompassing
the entire OECD area. It was clear that an

agreed international system to implement
this Council Act would have to be worked

out in detail, and also that the OECD area

could not be seen in isolation from the rest

of the world as far as these issues are

concerned. Acting in response to the

recommendations of a key OECD Confer¬
ence on Transfrontier Movements of Hazar¬

dous Wastes held in Basel in March 1 985,

OECD Environment Ministers made this

fact plain at their meeting in June 1985.

Later in 1 985, the OECD Council adopted a

Resolution on International Co-operation

Concerning Transfrontier Movements of
Hazardous Wastes.

Because of the worldwide implications

of environmental issues, it is not enough
merely to protect OECD countries: stricter

control over differences between transfer-

OECD COUNCIL DECISION-

RECOMMENDATION ON

EXPORTS OF HAZARDOUS

WASTES FROM

THE OECD AREA

OECD's Council on the proposal of the

Organisation's Environment Committee:

DECIDES that Member countries shall:

* Monitor and control exports of hazar¬
dous wastes to a final destination which is

outside the OECD area; and for this pur¬
pose shall ensure that their competent

authorities are empowered to prohibit such

exports in appropriate instances;

* Apply no less strict controls on trans¬

frontier movements of hazardous wastes

involving non-Member countries than they

would on movements involving only
Member countries;

* Prohibit movements of hazardous

wastes to a final destination in a non-

Member country without the consent of

that country and the prior notification to

any transit countries of the proposed

movements;

' Prohibit movements of hazardous

wastes to a non-Member country unless

the wastes are directed to an adequate

disposal facility in that country.

RECOMMENDS that, to implement this
Decision, Member countries should;

* Seek to conclude bilateral or multilateral

agreements with non-Member countries to

which frequent exports of hazardous

wastes are taking place or are foreseen to

take place;

* Apply measures (see article) concerning
the control of exports of hazardous wastes

to a final destination outside the OECD

area.

INSTRUCTS the Environment Committee

to take account of the elements of this

Decision-Recommendation in developing

the draft international agreement referred
to in the Resolution of the Council on

International Co-operation Concerning
Transfrontier Movements of Hazardous

Wastes of 1 985.

ring these wastes from one Member

country to another rather than from an

OECD country to a non-OECD country

might incite producers to get rid of their

waste in the less protected countries, with

little concern for the damage they might be

causing.

An important aspect of the implementa¬
tion of the Council's 1985 Resolution has

been its recent Decision-Recommendation

on Exports of Hazardous Wastes from the

OECD Area. The new departure here, as

compared to previous texts, is that

exporters will now be required to adopt an

even more restrictive approach to im¬

porting countries, if they are not OECD
Member states.

Today, exporters must not only satisfy

themselves as to the non-Member

INTERNATIONAL

DANGER SYMBOLS

FOR ROAD TRANSPORT

1. Explosive
2. Inflammable Liquids
3. Inflammable Solids

4. Spontaneously Combustible
5. Oxidizing Substances

or Organic Peroxides
6. Toxic or Infectious Substances

7. Harmful Substance to be Kept Apart
from Foodstuffs

8. Corrosive

9. Non-inflammable Gas

10. Hazardous Wastes1

1. Canada only.

Source: Economic Commission for Europe,
Inland Transport Committee.

importing country's consent, but also as to

its ability to treat the waste satisfactorily.

A problem of sovereignty does arise here:

one country cannot interfere in the internal

affairs of another, telling it what to do.

However, it was deemed necessary that

the authorities of the exporting country be

allowed to inform the importer whenever

they felt the proposed disposal arrange¬

ments were environmentally unsound. In

this connection, the Environment Com¬

mittee has drawn up a list of very specific

measures, even including banning the

export of waste, should the guarantees

that it will be properly disposed of in the

importing country be considered unsatis¬

factory.

These measures are based on two prin¬

ciples, both of which reflect the concern
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that the environment should be protected

in importing countries, whether OECD

Members or not: first, importing countries

must be in full possession of the facts

before consenting to import waste (or

allowing it to transit through their terri¬

tory); secondly, the exporters must provide
enough information to their own govern¬

ments to enable the latter to satisfy them¬

selves that disposal arrangements are ade¬

quate.

On the first point, information must be

provided to the importing country as to the

nature of the waste and the potential

hazards it involves. The exporter must also

indicate to the importing country the dis¬

posal or storage methods that are pre¬

scribed or prohibited in his own country.

This procedure gets over the difficulty of

respecting the importing country's sover¬

eignty: without requiring, or even recom¬

mending, any given method, the exporter

simply informs the importing country of the

measures in force in the country of origin of

the waste. The new rules require the

exporter to obtain, before transferring the

waste, every indication that the operator of

the storage or disposal facility in the

importing country is able to effect disposal

in conformity with the law of that country,

as well as an understanding from the

operator that he will proceed in the agreed
manner. The relevant documents must be

sent to the authorities of the exporting

country with copies of all the documents

necessary for the authorities of the

importing country, as well as their written

consent. Lastly, after the operation, the

exporter must obtain confirmation that the

waste has been disposed of by the agreed
means. These documents too must be sent

to the authorities of the exporting coun¬

try.

Should the authorities of the exporting

country feel that the proposed disposal

operation does not meet environmental

protection requirements, they must so

inform the importing country's authorities.

This would give the importing country a

chance to make or revise its judgement on

the advisability of the transfer of waste.

However, a ban should be imposed by the

exporting country if the information pro¬

vided by the producer of the waste is less

than convincing or if the proposed disposal

operation would contravene international

law.

In sum, the recent Council Decision-

Recommendation represents another im¬

portant stage in developing effective con¬
trols over transfrontier movements of

hazardous wastes. Work is continuing

towards fully implementing the earlier

resolution and providing the Council as

required with a draft international agree¬
ment on control of transfrontier movement

of hazardous wastes by the end of
1987.

The

Container

Revolution

International maritime

transport has changed vastly
due to the container. Gone

are the long stays in port
with hundreds of dockers

discharging the holds. Modern

ports now frequently offer the

spectacle of immense areas
filled with warehouses and

gigantic boxes. Cranes are

Eighty per cent of the high value

manufactured goods traded in

OECD Member countries are already
being carried in containers. The number of

products that can be transported in this

way is steadily rising. More and more ports

and shipping lines can handle container

ships. Nearly 4,000 ships can carry con¬

tainers, and the fully cellular container fleet

numbered 910 vessels in July 1985.

Those who had begun to take an interest

in containerization in the 1950s thought
that containerization would reduce hand¬

ling time and hence stevedoring costs and

the time spent in port. But they could have

had no idea that this mode of transport

would revolutionize shipping, introducing a

new type of relationship between road, rail

and sea and obliging the ports to modernize

and to change their infrastructure.

Multimodal Transport

The quest for ever greater productivity

has obliged shippers to take a critical look

at the traditional transport system in its

entirety. Specialized vessels fully cellular

container ships have been built, the link

between sea transport and internal trans¬

port has been improved. A door-to-door
service has been introduced with the con¬

tainer passing directly from the ship's hold

to the train, lorry or barge. Not only

shipping lines, but also railways, trucks and

inland waterway carriers have entered the
market.

In the United States, one of the five

countries (including the United Kingdom,
Japan, the Netherlands and Hong Kong) to

have particularly highly developed systems

of containerization, specialized unit trains

with double-stacking have been brought

replacing stevedores. From
San Francisco to Rotterdam,

from Hong Kong to Bremen,
the picture is the same. The
main international seaborne

trade bulk commodities such

as iron ore, grain and coal are
not affected nor is there a

chance that they
ever will be.

into operation, sometimes by shipping lines

or even the port authorities themselves. By
the end of 1 985, double-stacked container

trains were running out of most major U.S.

ports. All major U.S. railroads, with the

exception of the Santa Fe, will be involved

in hauling these trains. The expansion of

this type of transport was boosted by the

1 984 Shipping Act which granted the

shipping conferences the right to introduce

their own intermodal through-rates.

In France, the railway has carried the

lion's share of 70 per cent of the container

traffic despite the fierce freight rate war

generated by overcapacity in the French

road haulage sector.

In Germany, in addition to rail and road,

the inland waterways also carry contai¬

ners. Mannheim, Duisburg, Cologne, Lud-

wigshaven and Karlsruhe have become

waterway container terminals, while

Frankfurt has been selected as the site for a

new road, rail and waterway terminal with

an annual capacity of 35,000 TEU1, the
total volume of river-borne box traffic on

the Rhine being now over 140,000 TEU.

While obliging the other modes of trans¬

port to improve their organization, the

container trade also put the ports to the

test since containerization implies suffi¬

cient warehouse space, modern transfer

equipment, and road and rail links adjacent
to the docks.

In order to attract container trade, the

ports of the developed countries have for

several years been engaging in fierce com¬

petition. Due to this phenomenon, traffic is

7 . The 20 ft container has become the standard

unit of measurement for the container capacity of a

ship or terminal and is expressed in terms of 20 ft

equivalent units (TEU).
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currently being redistributed among the

different ports. A 1 984 analysis by Lloyd's
Shipping Economist observes that the rela¬

tive share of the six leading container ports
in the United States fell from 85.6 per cent
in 1971 to 68.2 per cent in 1983. The Port

of New York, once dominant on the East

Coast, has seen its share of East Coast TEU

trade drop from 62.7 to 48 per cent. This
decline is explained by the arrival on the
market of new peripheral or more recent

ports.

The competition between the various

shipping lines may benefit certain ports,
but it is difficult to determine the selection

criteria for a particular site. Location, faci¬

lities, seaward and landward access, effi¬

ciency and charges are the main reasons

why a company will choose one port in
preference to another. Inland transport

costs and government policies regarding
port development and transport in general
are two others and just as important.

Germany provides a striking example in
this respect. The German port authorities

do not feel that they are reaping the full
benefit of their country's position as a
major generator of import and export car¬
goes in northwest Europe. German sea¬

borne imports fell from almost 220 million

tonnes in 1 970 to 1 96 million in 1 984. The

share going through the German ports

dropped from 46.5 per cent to 40.2 per

cent. Similarly, with exports, the home port
share fell from 60.8 per cent of 23 million

tons in 1 970 to 37. 1 per cent of a total of

52 million tons in 1984. The German port
authorities attribute this decline to the use

of fixed tariffs for traffic movements in the

hinterland. Internal transport charges are

fixed in Germany to maintain tariff differen¬

tials between different transport modes,

for example to ensure that barge rates are

always cheaper than rail charges. A con¬

tainer sent from Southern Germany to
Hamburg can thus cost almost $250 more

than if it went through Rotterdam.

Ghent, in Belgium, provides a contrast:

its favourable geographical position on the

European coal and grain route has made

carriers ignore the fact that its seaward

access is limited to ships of less than

80,000 dwt2. Its throughput increased
nearly tenfold between 1 968 and 1 984 to

26.5 million tonnes.

Competition

What do the ports then do to attract the

shipping lines? They use every means of

promotion, from discounts to the most

high-tech modernization. The microcom¬

puter has thus become a basic factor in any

port that wishes to be competitive. From

North to South, from East to West, all the

ports, even those in the same country, are

caught up in a race to become the biggest

and the most modern. In Europe, Bremer-

haven, Felixstowe, Cherbourg, Zeebrugge,

Hamburg, Bremen and Rotterdam have

made considerable investments in the last

few years. The same thing has happened in

the United States and again in the develo¬

ping countries. Most Third World regions
now have major container transhipment

centres which, as in Hong Kong, Singapore

and Kaohsiung in South East Asia, Abidjan

in West Africa, and Kingston and Puerto

Rico in the Caribbean, enable neighbouring

countries to take advantage of containers

without having to build prohibitively expen

sive major terminal complexes themselves.

The growing volume of traffic is causing

port congestion, making it necessary to

reorganize existing terminals and moder¬

nize the transfer equipment.

Many developing countries have recently
launched into the construction of their own

port installations. Since 1979, China has

been adapting its ports to receive container

vessels and 58 new deep-water berths are
to be built. Container terminals have now

been completed at Huangpu, Shanghai,
Xingiang, Dalian and Xiamen. Africa and

South America have been following suit,
albeit on a smaller scale. According to
OECD's, experts, however, there should be

a significant increase in containerized car¬

goes in Asia, China and India. The rates of

increase in container traffic in developing
countries have been high but were based

on a small real volume, and in any event the

rates of increase have been slowing and
tending to approach those of the rest of the

world. As a result, the impact of these

countries on world container trade may not

be great; it will nevertheless be significant
to the individual countries and trades con¬

cerned, and they will need to adapt accord¬
ingly.

Standardization

The problem today is the adjustment of

port supply to container shippers' demand.

The race for modernization is not very
rational since political as well as economic

factors are involved. In any case, the

container industry's own intrinsic mo¬

mentum makes long-term development
difficult. While the internationalization of

trade calls for a certain minimum of stan¬

dardization of containers, the innovations

constantly introduced by transport sys¬
tems, notably in the United States, jeopar¬

dize the development of a truly intermodal

international system. The standard size
accepted for containers since the 1 960s is

8 ft wide by 8 ft high by 20 ft long. This
length can also be doubled to 40 ft. From

the shipper's point of view, the more cargo
that can be transported in a single contai¬
ner, the greater the economic benefits, as

the costs of handling a container vary little
with increased weight or size. There is a

divergence between the size of U.S. con¬

tainers (40, 45 or 48 ft long). The Euro¬
peans tend to favour higher containers,
rather than a larger base.

It remains to be seen whether the

growth of seaborne container trade will

justify the current and planned investment

in the long term and whether countries are

prepared to introduce a standardized, inter-

modal, container transport system
indispensable condition for efficiency.

2. Dwt = deadweight tonnes, the reference unit

used to express the weight of cargo that a ship is
permitted to carry.
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Environmental Policy

in Yugoslavia

Like many other countries, Yugoslavia
is concerned about the future of its

environment, and justifiably so

though the present situation is by no means

dramatic. Much of the country's natural
environment is still intact. But OECD

experts do not hesitate to state that should

Yugoslavia's present, rather limited, policy

of protecting the natural environment be

continued, it would without doubt prove to

be woefully inadequate in the years to
come.

Although the development of Yugoslavia
since World War II has had a considerable

effect on the environment, problems have

become acute in only a few areas of the

country, partly because many areas have

not been affected by industrial or urban

growth and partly because of the measures

taken by the Yugoslav people. Unfortu¬

nately, others stand out by reason of their

high concentration of environmental pollu¬
tion.

As employment in agriculture has

declined, there has been large-scale migra¬

tion to the large cities, some of which have

doubled their population. Investment in

heavy industry has generally been in the

vicinity of these cities, while tourism has

developed in and around the ancient ports

of the Adriatic coast. As a result, problems

can at times be particularly acute not only

in large urban areas but also in tourist
resorts.

OECD considers that the Yugoslav
authorities will have to face up to a series of

major challenges; some of them, however,

are not at present under federal govern¬

ment responsibility (see box), even though,
by their scale, they do in fact affect the

whole country.

Cities and Countryside

Over the last 30 years, the towns of

Yugoslavia have had to "digest" a popula¬

tion increase of more than 6 million people.

Priority has as a result been given to

housing, to the detriment of sewage dis¬

posal systems (as well as to road building

and other services). A large number of

private houses have sprung up outside the

zones designated by town planners. The

old quarters of historical towns, of which

Yugoslavia has many, have gradually

Concerned about damage
caused to the environment

by rapid post-war economic

development, the Yugoslav
Government asked the

OECD to review the

country's policy in this field.

deteriorated, especially with the growing

number of cars. According to OECD, gov¬

ernment agencies responsible for the

Yugoslav urban environment are, there¬

fore, going to have to:

Improve the quality of housing built over

the last 40 years
Renovate the historic centres of old

towns

Promote the growth of small-and

medium-sized towns, so as to relieve the

pressure on major urban areas, yet take

fully into account the effects on the envi¬

ronment of such proposed projects.

On the other hand, agriculture, which is

the main source of employment in Yugos¬

lavia, still provides jobs for more than a

third of the working population (and
accounts for 57 per cent of the country's

land area). But in spite of its economic

importance, its impact on the environment
is less marked than in other OECD coun¬

tries. The use of fertilizer, for example, is on

average less than in other European coun¬

tries and does not seem to be causing any

serious water pollution. In contrast, the

present shortage of timber has led forestry
workers to fell more and more trees

without any equivalent replanting. Over

half the country is affected, to varying

degrees, by soil erosion due to tree felling,

over-grazing and forest fires. Action to

remedy this should be given top priority by

the republics and local authorities.

Air and Energy

As in many countries, air quality (ser¬
iously affected by post-war industrial

development) has improved in most urban

areas of Yugoslavia over the last 1 0 years.

Thanks to the use of gas and low sulfur

content oil for domestic heating (rather

than solid fuel), air pollution, due to sulfur

dioxide and smoke, in the capitals of the

Republics declined steadily from 1 967 to

1983. But since then, air quality has

remained stationary, suggesting that this

"passive" approach to reducing air pollution

is no longer sufficient. The Yugoslav autho¬
rities will, therefore, have to concentrate

their efforts on adapting modes of burning

fuels so as to improve air quality (in some
towns pollution by SO2 and suspended

particulates exceeds the recommendations

of the World Health Organisation). Other

essential steps include equipping metallur¬

gical plants with control devices to reduce

pollution by SO2 and metallic dust parti¬

cles; reducing the sulphur emissions from

power stations that burn lignite; controlling
the increase in road traffic (and hence in

exhaust gas); and encouraging the produc¬
tion and sale of motor vehicles that use

lead-free petrol.

Obviously, the 1973 and 1979 oil-price

hikes shook the Yugoslav economy and, as
in most other OECD countries, affected the

country's energy policy: Yugoslavia tried to
make maximum use of its national

resources and to reduce its oil consump¬

tion. For the future, Yugoslavia is counting

on lignite (consumption should grow by

1 00 to 200 per cent over the next two

decades) and, to a lesser extent, on gas
(cleaner and less harmful to the environ¬

ment), hydroelectric power and oil from the
Adriatic.

All this will inevitably create problems:

Deterioration of the natural environment

owing to open cast mining of lignite

Greater pollution as more lignite is
burnt

The flooding of valleys as big dams are

built to exploit new sources of hydroelectric

power

Oil pollution risks associated with off¬

shore drilling in the Adriatic.

In Yugoslavia, as elsewhere, energy

production exerts severe pressure on the
environment in the form of air and water

pollution, the use of agricultural land for

industrial purposes and the destruction of

nature. The competent authorities could

however reduce the damage by improving

energy yield (thereby reducing consump¬

tion to a minimum) and carefully planning
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any increase in energy production, trans¬
formation or use. More environmental

impact studies, as advocated by OECD

experts, are one way to control the situa¬

tion, as are monitoring systems designed
to detect problems as they emerge, and the
systematic appraisal of immediate and

long-term economic, social and ecological
effects.

Water

In Yugoslavia, the quality of inland
waters has deteriorated as a result of

severe pollution and is continuing to do so.
It is estimated that only 10 to 20 per cent
of household and industrial waste water is

subject to any kind of treatment and that

the methods used are not very effective.
The country is way behind in the construc¬

tion of sewerage systems and water purif¬

ication plants, as well as in training qual¬
ified technicians and providing the where¬
withal for operation and maintenance. The

management of water resources is further

hampered by the country's decentralized

administrative system, particularly where
rivers cross several Republics; unless the
management of a river basin is in the hands

of a single authority, it is difficult to control

pollution effectively.

As regards the sea, the coast is not yet
as badly polluted as inland waters, and

water quality is generally good in most

seaside holiday resorts. However, there are

serious problems in towns, ports and

industrial centres, which may often also be

tourist resorts. It is feared that in the long
term tourists may be put off by pollu¬
tion.

According to OECD, urgent steps have

to be taken to ensure that the inadequate

supply of water and its poor quality do not

hamper the country's economic develop¬
ment. A first step would be to introduce

federal legislation on pollution control and

resource management; another priority
would be to set up enforcement bodies

with clearly defined powers. To incite users

and polluters to keep water pure, the

Yugoslav authorities could work both

through regulatory measures and economic

instruments, such as the "polluter-pays"
principle and user charges. Internationally,
Yugoslavia should encourage co-operation
between the countries of the Danube basin,
and of other shared rivers and lakes.

YUGOSLAV INSTITUTIONS

AND THE ENVIRONMENT

The Federal Constitution of Yugos¬
lavia gives relatively little power to

central government for environmental

protection. Although 137 environ¬
mental laws (out of a total of 370) have

been passed by central government, the
federal authorities have power neither to
apply nor to enforce them.

Direct authority is in the hands of the
Republics, which enact environmental

laws, local authorities and workers'

associations.

This division of responsibility is
daunting for the authorities of the coun¬

try, who have to ensure communication,

co-ordination and co-operation between

local and federal bodies, and among
citizens, workers' organisations and the
administration.

Chemicals and Waste

As regards chemicals, Yugoslavia ap¬
pears to have appropriate legal control, in
the form of a law on the distribution of toxic

substances and other federal legislation,

and its system for the registration and
distribution of pesticides. Of course, here

again there are problems of training qual¬
ified personnel to apply the legislation and
of harmonizing control methods

throughout the country.
Guided by the experience of other OECD

countries, the Yugoslav authorities are now

developing a workable waste management
system based on three basic tenets, i.e.

application of the "polluter-pays" principle,

resource recovery, recycling and re-use,

and a definition of environmental goals that

allows flexibility in achieving them.
However, in regard to urban waste, local

authorities do not all give equal priority to

rational management. All the Republics
have legislation governing the collection
and use made of non-hazardous industrial

waste, and the system seems to work well.

On the other hand, Yugoslavia has fallen
behind in regulating hazardous waste. For

example, persons generating, transporting
or disposing of such waste are incom¬

pletely informed as to their responsibilities.

In general, communication and co-opera¬
tion among administrative and other bodies

dealing with these matters need to be

improved.

The National Heritage
and Tourism

Yugoslavia is a country of great natural
beauty and diversity, and is rich in wildlife.
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It boasts major archaeological sites and

numerous monuments and towns of great

historical and architectural interest. In spite

of considerable efforts to safeguard and

conserve them, the country's officials con¬

sider that protection of endangered plant

and animal species is still not satisfactory.

An inventory of threatened species is being

drawn up, and will provide a better basis for

measures of protection. According to

OECD, it is also essential to tighten con¬

trols on hunting and impose heavier penal¬

ties on those who kill threatened spe¬
cies.

As to historical and architectural monu¬

ments, protection has had good results in

some regions. Nevertheless, many sites are

still in an abandoned state, while others are

deteriorating owing to lack of maintenance,

heavy road traffic and chaotic urban devel¬

opment.

OECD suggests that one way to raise
additional funds for conservation would be

to have visitors pay entrance fees. Manage¬

ment could then be adapted to the different

needs of national parks, historic sites or

buildings of architectural importance.

The last 20 years have seen the rapid

development of tourism in Yugoslavia,

especially along the coast. Happily, skilful

planning from the start has helped control

growth and keep tourist centres relatively

small. Nonetheless, in spite of plans drawn

up for the Adriatic coast and the national

parks, environmental decline has proved

impossible to stop, even though air and

water pollution, noise pollution and waste

generated by tourism have been held down

to acceptable levels.

Hitherto, environmental protection has

been limited by a lack of both public and

private funds. For OECD, to use more of the

revenue from tourism for this purpose, as is

now being proposed in some places, prom¬
ises to be an effective answer to this

problem, and would certainly be possible.

Yugoslavia did after all successfully

organise the 1984 Winter Olympics of

Sarajevo and created a major skiing resort
with all the infrastructure that this

implies without causing undue damage

to the environment or imposing an exces¬
sive financial burden on the localities con¬

cerned. This example demonstrates that

careful planning and implementation can

YUGOSLA VIA S FUTURE

ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY

AS SEEN BY

THE OECD COUNCIL

OECD's Council, in its conclusions,

sets out the policy directions which,

according to its experts, should underlie

action by the Yugoslav Government in
the field of the environment:

1 ) Changes in Environmental Policy

More weight should be given to pro¬
tection and conservation of the environ¬

ment when planning economic and

social development.

Suitable emission standards should

be introduced for air and water pollu¬

tants.

Resources devoted to environmental

protection should be increased so as to

make up for the lack of investment in

urban services and in the protection of

nature and monuments.

The old section of

Belgrade on the
River Sa va.

reconcile the conflicting needs of tourist

development and the environment.

To conclude its survey of environmental

policy in Yugoslavia, the OECD submits

that some changes are necessary in both

policy and institutions (see box), and that

environmental monitoring should be im¬

proved. What may seem expensive today

will no longer seem so tomorrow, com¬

pared with the cost of damage and the
measures that will have to be taken to deal

with it.

More use should be made of economic

instruments.

Impact studies should be more widely
used.

Allowance should be made for envi¬

ronmental protection in the design and

siting of major industrial projects and
tourist resorts.

2) Changes in Institutions
The role of the Federal Co-ordinating
Committee for the Environment should

be strengthened and it should concen¬

trate on co-ordinating action between

government ministries or between two

or more Republics.

3) Environmental Data and Monito¬

ring

The quality, collection and harmoniza¬
tion of environmental data should be

improved.

4) International Co-operation

Compliance by Yugoslavia with its inter¬

national environmental obligations

should be followed up.
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Country Problems

and Strategies
Germany

The German economy is now into its

fourth year of recovery after the

protracted recession that followed

the second oil shock. It has benefited both

from improved international conditions and

from the medium-term economic strategy
introduced by the present government
when it took office in late 1982. This is

aimed at improving supply-side conditions

and creating a more favourable climate for

industrial investment. The main problem

was seen as the size of the public sector

and the level of the government's bor¬

rowing requirement; by bringing the coun¬

try's public finances into a healthier state,

the government hopes to release resources

for the private sector.

This strategy seems to be working on
the whole, and the fiscal deficit was cut

back sharply to about 1 per cent of GNP

in 1 985. At the same time, consumer price
inflation has been virtually eliminated

(partly thanks to the fall in oil prices),
although the underlying rate of domestic

cost inflation may be running at about 3 per

cent. Growing foreign demand, together
with the terms-of-trade improvement, has

pushed up the current external surplus to

over 2 per cent of GNP. The rate of

unemployment has not come down, how¬

ever, remaining at 8 per cent despite a rise

in employment since early 1 984 because

the labour force has been growing at much
the same rate.

Over the past two or three years, the
government has introduced a number of

A stockbroker's office

in Frankfurt.

supply-side measures designed, among

other things, to improve labour-market

flexibility, reduce corporate taxation, cur¬

tail government intervention and simplify

administrative procedures (deregulation)

and privatize some state-controlled enter¬

prises. In particular, it has taken steps to

improve companies' access to funds and

financial services by removing many of the

remaining controls over the financial mar¬

kets. Despite the new privatization projects

announced recently, little overall progress
has been made so far, and in most cases

the government has retained a majority

holding.

Germany began to dismantle administra¬
tive controls over its financial markets in

the 1960s, and the liberalization process
was virtually complete by the end of that

decade. The few remaining restrictions on

capital imports were abolished in the

early 1 980s, and the measures taken over

the past two years have been aimed at

further improving the functioning of the
financial markets. The abolition of the

25 per cent coupon tax on non-residents'

income from bonds, in December 1 984,

was a logical consequence of the earlier

measures. Although this tax had been

partly circumvented, its removal gave a

sharp stimulus to foreigners' demand for

German bonds, with purchases soaring by

a factor of nearly four throughout 1985.

Several financial instruments already in

general use in international financial mar¬

kets were permitted in Germany in

May 1985. These included zero-coupon

bonds, floating-rate bonds, dual-currency
bonds and bonds linked to interest and

currency swaps. The authorities were con¬
cerned to make the German financial

market more internationally competitive
and considered that a more diversified

range of instruments might make it more

attractive for investment by both residents
and non-residents. The Bundesbank also

took the view that the financial market in

Germany was already so developed that
these new instruments could be introduced

without any significant impact on the

implementation of monetary policy.
Domestic issues of new instruments were

strong at first, although they tended to

level off towards the end of 1985, before

picking up again in 1986. Foreigners have

shown greater interest in the new instru¬

ments than domestic investors, however.

The issue of certificates of deposit (CDs)

by banks was allowed in May 1 986, mainly
in response to a demand for them on the

part of foreign international investors. The

issuing of deutschmark-denominated CDs

is confined to banks within Germany to
enable the Bundesbank to retain control

over the development of future markets for

such paper. At the same time, the Bundes¬

bank modified its minimum reserve require¬
ment to include this new short-term invest¬

ment vehicle, since the effectiveness of

monetary control would be reduced if

deposits were replaced by close substi¬

tutes which are not subject to minimum

reserve requirements. A transaction tax on

securities is still in force in Germany (al¬

though the government intends to abolish

it when fiscal conditions permit), and this

tax is expected to encourage the main

secondary market for DM-denominated

CDs to develop abroad.

The authorities have also taken steps to

facilitate the operation of the stock market,

which remains small by international stan¬
dards. Its size is related to the fact that

German companies have high debt/equity
ratios which have tended to increase over

time. It was also felt that small-and

medium-sized businesses were finding it

difficult to obtain risk capital, while the

growth in the number of insolvencies

(from 7,700 in 1 974 to 1 8,900 in 1 985)

had increased the banks' exposure to risk.

Proposals have been drawn up for giving
unquoted smaller companies indirect ac¬

cess to the stock market via investment

companies, and establishment of an

unlisted securities market is also plan¬
ned.

One benefit sought from deregulation is

to improve the efficiency of the financial

system generally through increased com-
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petition. Various indicators suggest that

competition has been relatively strong

since the late 1960s. While mergers had

reduced the number of banks from 1 0,900

in 1 967 to 4,700 by 1 985, the number of
branches rose from 26,300 to 40,000

over the same period. Yet the market share

of the large banks is relatively small and

has been falling; the six biggest banks

accounted for about 81/2 per cent of total
bank assets in 1985, down from 1014 per
cent in 1979.

The degree of competition should appear

in the form of lower interest rate margins

and profitability. Banks' profitability

peaked in 1 983, but both interest rate

margins and returns on assets have been

following a steady upward trend since

the 1 960s. Their ability to maintain healthy

profit margins on lending does not neces¬

sarily indicate that competition is limited,

as it may be argued that there is also an

increased exposure to risk. Moreover, the

fact that German banks' profit margins are

no higher than those of their Luxembourg

subsidiaries, which are exposed to severe

international competition, suggests that

there is substantial overall competitive

pressure in the sector.

German banks effectively cover the

whole spectrum of lending to industry, but

the risk is limited to some extent by the

very close relationship that exists between

banks and companies. Every large business
has one or more "house banks" on which it

relies for financial advice as well as loan

finance. This may be one reason why
German firms so far have made little use of

equity or bond issues to raise funds.

In 1983, only 20 per cent of all public

limited companies were listed on a stock

exchange, which was lower than in 1 965

(25 per cent). At the same time, the

absolute number of public limited com¬

panies has declined over the past 20 years

while the number of private limited com¬

panies has risen more than fivefold.

The financial system is now virtually free

of all controls save those related to pruden¬

tial management. The additional measures

the government plans to introduce should

help to encourage the development of the

German equity market, which has not

expanded in line with the growth and

financial requirements of the corporate
sector.

The favourable economic outlook should

facilitate the efforts of the government to

improve the overall productive potential of

the German economy. In particular, the
authorities should, OECD's most recent

survey suggests, take advantage of the

favourable situation created by the fall in oil

prices to take the vigorous action needed to

strengthen economic growth and bring

about a sustained reduction of unemploy¬
ment. Better incentives should also be

provided by an early and comprehensive

reform of the tax system, to include size¬

able cuts in subsidies and in tax benefits,

and the government should keep the lid

more tightly on its current spending. It

would be unfortunate if the present favour

able economic situation were not used to

accelerate the implementation of supply-

side policies to strengthen the economy,

thus improving prospects for stronger non-

inflationary growth.

Canada

'f

The current upturn in Canada may be
broken down into three distinct

stages. The initial impetus in 1983

derived from the stock cycle, fuelled

in 1 984 by stronger exports, particularly to

the United States. In 1 985 the main driving
force behind the upturn was the buoyancy
of final private domestic demand. Indeed,

the vigour of household consumption and

residential investment pushed up GNP

growth to 4. 5 per cent, exceeding the most
optimistic forecasts. Households' real dis¬

posable income rose by 3.9 per cent, the

highest rate recorded since the start of the

recovery.

Despite the general improvement in
trend, there was a setback in two areas:

prices and foreign trade. Consumer price

inflation, which had slowed appreciably
since 1981, accelerated again in 1985 to

4 per cent under the impact of heavier

indirect taxation, though it remained below

the OECD average (4.6 per cent). It is

expected to run at around 3 V2 per cent
in 1 986 in line with the OECD average. The

current external balance moved slightly

into deficit, a deficit which is likely to widen
to around 1 V2 per cent of GNP in 1 986. But
this should not give cause for concern since

it is expected to narrow again in 1987.

Two major disequilibria nonetheless

remain: unemployment and the public

sector deficit. 1 985 saw an improvement

in the labour market, and the rate of

unemployment has since come down to

less than 1 0 per cent. There has been

The Canadian National Energy

Programme's controls have

largely been dismantled and oil
revenues redistributed to

producers in the West.

considerable job creation, particularly in

the service sector. But unemployment is

still high, higher than the weighted average
of rates recorded in the OECD area.

Aside from Italy , the financial position of

the major OECD economies' general gov¬

ernment sector was roughly in balance in

the 1960s. Subsequently, all the countries

posted budget deficits under the impact of

the two oil shocks. While Japan and

Germany have since greatly reduced their

deficits, progress in this direction has been

more uneven elsewhere. Canada's net gov¬

ernment borrowing relative to GNP has

continued to rise, stabilizing in 1985 at

6 per cent of GNP, about double the

average for the other major countries,

again excluding Italy. The scale of the

deficits led to a rapid accumulation of

public debt to 37 per cent of GNP
in 1985.

The worsening public finance position is

attributable entirely to federal operations.

The combined provincial/local/hospitals

(PLH) sector quickly consolidated its finan¬
cial situation after the 1 975 and 1 981 /82

recessions, pursuing a cautious fiscal pol¬

icy. As a result, the provinces were able to
cut their deficit of $3.3 billion in 1982 to

$0.3 billion in 1 985 ,when the sector as a

whole achieved its first surplus admit-
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tedly slender since 1979. On the other

hand, federal outlays have been increasing
since 1 980 under the effect of discre¬

tionary measures and a growing debt
service burden.

The federal government's medium-term

strategy presented in 1 984 to reduce

the deficit is three-pronged:

Controlling the development of national

debt by reducing the budget deficit

Encouraging private initiative via reduced

government intervention and greater re¬
liance on market forces

Enhancing government efficiency by
improved management and better-directed

programmes.

These options fit in with the general trend
towards reduced government involvement

in the economy. They reflect the idea that

an over-developed public sector may impair

economic efficiency by generating distor¬
tions and rigidities, thus making for lesser

flexibility and reducing the economy's
ability to respond and adjust to change.

It was considered, in particular, that a

persistent high public debt would inhibit

the dynamism of the private sector on the

following counts. Its financing may require

interest rates to be raised, thereby discou¬
raging corporate investment and hence

lowering output growth. It may also fuel

inflationary expectations induced by fears

about debt monetization. Last, growth of

the debt/GNP ratio reduces budgetary
flexibility and limits the government's room
for manoeuvre.

The impact of taxes is not neutral, and

the tax system has been influenced by
partly conflicting objectives. Several stu¬

dies, for instance, provide evidence that

the Canadian labour supply of prime-age
males and married women tends to be

diminished by increasing taxation. Further¬

more, the growing recourse to "tax expen¬

diture" provisions (deductions, exemptions
and tax credits) for social or economic

objectives is resulting in a loss of transpar¬
ency and is straining the public purse.

While manufactures are in theory liable to a

sales tax, many goods enjoy preferential

rates. Services are totally exempt. Dilution

of tax systems by fiscal concessions is thus

seen to be a general phenomenon, making
it increasingly difficult to appraise the

positive and negative effects of the mea¬

sures. For instance, effective marginal tax

rates on capital employed in business are
hard to establish. An official task force

recently found federal incentives to busi¬

ness excessively generous, overlapping
and consequently in need of rationaliza¬
tion.

Government market intervention by
means of public ownership and/or by the

imposition of regulatory controls may be

prompted by regional or sectoral policy
objectives (energy, transportation, income

distribution, etc.) but pure efficiency con

siderations do not necessarily play a dom¬

inant role in such policies. Public ownership
has expanded rapidly in Canada in 1 984

there were 1 ,300 government enterprises
(including subsidiaries), accounting for
about 1 5 per cent of total Canadian corpo¬
rate assets - under the combined effect of

helping enterprises in short-term difficul¬

ties and a desire to increase the degree of
government ownership. Industrial societies

have spawned a pervasive system of regu¬
latory controls which is all the more com¬

plex owing to the existence in Canada of

three levels of administration

provincial and local - with the attendant

risk of conflict and duplication. The draw¬
backs of these various forms of interven-

tionism are well known. They can stifle the
incentive to innovate and reduce firms'

flexibility, so that the ultimate costs may
well outweigh the initial gains sought.

The federal government has hence

devised a broad-ranging strategy, designed
to improve the role of the public sector in

the economy. The objectives corre¬

sponding to the foregoing considerations

are thus gradually to cut the budget deficit,

reduce distortions and curb the degree of
government regulation and ownership.

The 1985-86 and 1 986-87 budgets
which followed the programme's publica¬

tion (in November 1 984) were drawn up
accordingly. Revenue increases and expen¬
diture cuts are estimated to account for

about 30 and 70 per cent respectively of
the deficit reduction. In 1 985, non-statu¬

tory programmes, i.e. those for which

appropriations have to be voted annually,
have been sharply cut in real terms. Capital

spending has been reduced, along with
subsidies (discontinuance of the compen¬
sation programme in respect of oil, lower

subsidies to agriculture and industry). Cor¬
porate taxes are to be reformed, and the

first measures were introduced in

the 1986-87 budget, including reduction
of rates and the phasing-out of certain
allowances and tax credits to narrow the

spread of rates. The manufacturing sales

tax is also to be amended and possibly
replaced by a business transfer tax levied at

a lower rate on a much broader range of
goods.

A number of steps have also been taken

to liberalize regulation of the transport

sector and particularly air transport, which

is resulting in a move towards lower air

fares. In the energy sector, the Western

Accord, signed by the Western provinces

and the federal government in 1985, was

designed to redistribute the energy sec¬
tor's gross revenues towards the provinces

and, more particularly, producers. The

National Energy Programme's panoply of

controls has largely been dismantled, and

market participants are now largely free to

negotiate terms. The complex fiscal arran¬

gements applied to the energy sector.

comprising special taxation and subsidy

provisions, are being abolished. There has

also been a substantial easing of controls

on foreign investment in Canada. Crown

Fin

Since 1 980, Finland has achieved a

stable rate of economic growth,

well above the European average,

without suffering any balance-of-payments

problems. This excellent performance

partly reflects the country's quick adjust¬
ment from the first oil shock, which left it

leaner and better placed to weather the
second one, but it has also been due to

some favourable structural conditions

peculiar to Finland. The most important of

these is the relative weight of its bilateral

trade with the Soviet Union, from which it

imports much of its oil and which consti¬

tuted a buoyant export market at a time
when western economies were still in the

throes of the recession triggered by the

second oil price hike. The strong dollar also

helped Finnish trade, since the ruble tends

to follow the dollar and the competitive¬

ness of Finland's paper, pulp and forestry
products industries was boosted relative to

North American producers.

Another key factor that has contributed

to the remarkable stability of the rate of

economic growth, which barely deviated

from the 3 per cent mark between 1 980

and 1 985, is the new policy approach first

conceived in 1977. Since the first five-year
stabilization programme was adopted,
economic policy has been formulated in an

explicit medium-term framework. Fiscal

policy is now required to be financially
neutral over the cycle and has been a

positive factor in stabilizing output growth.
While unemployment is still unacceptably
high and inflation was still running at nearly
6 per cent in 1985 (although the annual

rate has dropped dramatically since the
middle of last year), the authorities have
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Corporations, which no longer serve a

public policy purpose, are to be denation¬

alized, or, where they have no commercial

value, wound up.

and

Finland's export markets have

been buoyant, but competitive

conditions are getting more difficult.

succeeded in maintaining both the
domestic and external deficits within man¬

ageable proportions.

Prior to 1977, Finnish economic policy

was subject to a number of self-imposed

constraints. Fiscal policy was required to

keep the annual budget in balance. Mone¬

tary policy was designed to keep interest

rates low as a means of stimulating invest¬

ment, but the supply of credit had suddenly

to be tightened periodically on account of

the external constraint. Wage settlements

were kept in check through incomes policy
but not in a manner coherent with other

aspects of macro-economic policy; ex¬

change rate policy was aimed at preserving

industrial competitiveness, but because

domestic costs were not kept under con¬

trol, major devaluations tended to occur

every 10 years (28 per cent in 1957, 24

per cent in 1967 and 10 per cent in

1977-78).

This policy approach incorporated no

control over inflation and thus gave rise to

the vicious circle of price rises and devalua¬

tion. It was fundamentally destablizing and

meant that Finland experienced sharper

fluctuations in inflation, profit shares,

investment and growth than other coun¬
tries in the 1 960s and 1 970s. The new

strategy adopted in 1 977 shifted economic

priorities: instead of aiming for maximum

economic growth, the objective was to
create a more stable economic environ¬

ment (to accommodate structural change).

The fight against inflation came to the fore,

and a more flexible framework was esta¬

blished for the formulation of macro-eco¬

nomic policy.

The new policy regime and the relatively

small size of the public sector in Finland and

its low level of domestic indebtedness by

international standards gave the authori¬

ties more room for manoeuvre. Since 1 980,

fiscal policy has been modulated in accord¬

ance with economic conditions, with a

moderately expansionary stance in 1 982-

83 followed by a more restrictive one in

1984-85 and a neutral or marginally

expansionary one in 1 985-86- But over the

period as a whole the fiscal effect has been

more or less neutral. Since the mid-1 970s,

both government expenditure and the
overall burden have increased substan¬

tially, and there has also been a rapid

buildup in government indebtedness (al¬

though at 14 per cent of GDP it is still

comparatively low).

Monetary policy has been modified so

that maintaining external equilibrium is the

primary goal, and interest rates are now a
means rather than an end. That did not

prevent a modest devaluation in 1982,

however, and conditions had to be tigh¬

tened substantially in 1 983 to counter

persistent speculation about the possibility

of maintaining the exchange rate, even at

the new level. All in all, real interest rates

are now higher than before, partly

reflecting the disinflation process, but the

result has been to put a brake on fixed

capital formation and induce firms to invest

in financial rather than real assets.

Exchange rate policy has remained con¬

sistent with the new regime established in

1 977. This provided for the currency to be

maintained within a pre-announced range

on an index linking it to a trade-weighted

basket of foreign currencies. The 1 982
devaluation was not a deviation from this

objective since it was a direct consequence
of other Nordic devaluations and was

considered "unavoidable".

The credibility of the government's

medium-term economic strategy is also

dependent on enhancing the supply-side

responsiveness of the Finnish economy,

especially in the labour market. Unemploy¬

ment has not been reduced by as much as it

might have been, partly because wage

settlements continued at high levels until

very recently. While the so-called non-

accelerating inflation rate of unemploy¬

ment (NAIRU) has risen from around 4 per

cent in the late 1 970s to 5 per cent now,

according to OECD estimates, the unem¬

ployment rate was still over 6 per cent in
1985.

The flexibility of real wages in Finland is

relatively high compared to other countries

since nominal wages are more responsive

to unemployment than to price changes.

Thus a lack of flexibility cannot be consid-
erered to be at the root of labour-market

rigidity. Moreover, whereas real labour

costs outpaced productivity growth up to

the mid-1 970s, the gap was narrowing by

the end of the decade, and real wages have
followed productivity developments since

the beginning of the 1980s. On the other
hand, there has been an increase in the

ratio between the unemployment rate and

the degree of unutilized capacity (the so-
called Okun curve), which is one measure of

the mismatch between the demand and

supply of labour. Capital shortage also

emerges as a possible factor behind higher

structural unemployment. With high in¬

terest rates encouraging companies to cut

costs rather than invest in new capacity, a

continued labour shake-out is taking place;

the unemployment rate in industry rose

from 6.5 to 8.2 per cent between January
1985 and January 1986 alone.

The labour-market mismatch has been

exacerbated by a decline in labour mobility

for a variety of demographic, social and
economic reasons. There has also been a

sharp increase in the number of unem¬

ployed pensioners (older unemployed

people allowed to take what is effectively

premature retirement). These factors add

to the underlying problem of occupational

mismatch, as jobs have mostly been
created in the service sector while the

unemployed have mainly come from man¬

ufacturing industry and the construction

sector which have shed labour. All in all,

the degree of segmentation in the labour

market appears to have risen, which would

appear to limit the scope for reducing

unemployment by means of higher aggre¬

gate demand without aggravating infla¬

tionary pressures.

Wage moderation continues to be

essential if domestic costs are to be con¬

tained and the exchange rate maintained.

One problem is that wage moderation has

been achieved largely in exchange for tax
concessions, which have contributed to the

increase in public debt. That is one of a

number of inter-related problems now

facing policy makers, along with the high
level of real interest rates, the decline in

investment as a proportion of GDP and the

gradual erosion of competitiveness. It will

only be possible to bring down interest

rates if wage settlements and other

domestic costs can be held at a level that

preserves Finnish industry's international

competitiveness. Until that happens, there

will be continued pressure on the macro-

economic policy-setting to maintain a

stable exchange rate. Meanwhile, Finland's

immediate prospects are less rosy than in

recent years. For the first time since 1 978,

real GDP growth in Finland may lag behind

the average for OECD Europe in 1 986 and

1987, while the unemployment rate may
start rising again. Inflation, on the other

hand, may be down to much the same level

as in its main competitor countries.
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